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V. P. HOPKINS

THROUGH SEVERAL EQUALLY VAGUE MACHINATIONS ON THE PART OF THE MOST AUDACIOUS OF COUNCIL MEMBERS (THOSE WITH THE MOST SPARE TIME ON THEIR HANDS) THE SQUIRREL CASE WAS REHASHED SO FREQUENTLY, IT WAS FINALLY DISCOVERED THAT THE SQUIRREL HAD NOT BEEN KILLED AT ALL—ONLY STUNNED MOMENTARILY BY A BLOW TO THE FRONTAL LOBE. ONE PENALTY FOR THE NOW REDUCED CHARGE OF SQUIRREL ASSAULT AND BATTERY WAS THE WRITING OF A THOUSAND WORD ESSAY ON WHY IT IS CRUEL TO HARM OUR FRIENDLY RODENTS, THE SQUIRRELS.

FORTUNATELY, THIS CRUEL AND UNUSUAL PENALTY WAS VOTED DOWN, AND REPLACED BY THE MOST SEVERE OF REPRIMANDS. THE COUNCIL SUCCEEDED IN HAVING THE DEFENDENTS BLACKLISTED FOR LIFE BY BOTH THE HUMANE SOCIETY AND BY FRIENDS OF ANIMALS, INC. FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE YEAR, THE COUNCIL RESTED UNEASILY ON ITS CROWN OF THORNS AND TURNED THEIR ATTENTION TO THE MORE TIMELY PROBLEMS OF REDUCING THE HEIGHT OF THE HUMPS IN HOMEWOOD'S ROADS AND DEBATING THE INTRINSIC CREDITS OR DEBITS OF DISCRIMINATION IN FRATERNITIES. THE RESULT, OF COURSE, WAS TO DO NOTHING AND FORGET ABOUT THE PROBLEM SO THAT IT FINALLY WENT AWAY.

THUS IT CAN BE INDISPUTABLY STATED THAT THE COUNCIL HAD ONE OF ITS MOST CONSPICUOUS YEARS. INITIATING, LEGALISTIC, LOQUACIOUS, MANIC, DEPRESSING, SLOTHFUL, PERIPATETIC AND GOOD, THE COUNCIL WILL CERTAINLY BE REWARDED IN THE END. FOR THE PRESENT, HOWEVER, PERHAPS IT TOO WILL DISAPPEAR IF IGNORED.

STUDENT COUNCIL
HONOR COMMISSION

IN GENERAL DISORDER, WEIR, NOON, FISHER, LIANG, MALACHOWSKI, HENDERSON, RUBIN, WALES, CARPENTER, LOONEY, KAUFMAN, PECOR, ROSENBERGER, KASKIN, POLLAK, SANBORN, FEIBEL, LEHMAN, GOULD, MACNAUGHTON.
V. C. Rubin: Chairman Henderson, Recorder Malachowski.
THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES COMMISSION SPENT THE YEAR CONSO- 
LING THEMSELVES WITH A PSYCHOTIC INTEREST IN THE 
ONLY FUNCTION LEFT TO THEM BY LAST YEAR'S SWEEPING 
REORGANIZATION BY THE STUDENT COUNCIL. THAT IS, OF 
COURSE, MONEY. THEY DREAMED MONEY, SPENT MONEY, HID 
MONEY, RECORDED MONEY, REORGANIZED MONEY, COM-
PLAINED BECAUSE THEY DID NOT HAVE ENOUGH MONEY,
AND DID JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING THAT COULD BE LEGALLY 
DONE WITH MONEY. EVERYTHING, THAT IS, EXCEPT DOLING 
IT OUT TO ORGANIZATIONS TOO READILY.
CANN, CROWELL, AND HILLLAM COULD NOT EXACTLY BE 
CALLED MISERS. AFTER ALL, IT'S NOT THEIR MONEY. PERHAPS 
HOARDERS IS MORE A PROPOS. WHAT THEY SEEM TO BE 
DOING IN THIS PICTURE SHOULD NOT AROUSE ANY WILD 
SUSPICIONS. THEY ARE NOT MAKING OFF WITH ANY Loot. 
THEY HAVE SIMPLY RUN OUT OF PLACES TO HIDE THEIR 
MONEY.
THE YMCA SPONSORS SO MANY ACTIVITIES EVERY YEAR THAT IT IS DIFFICULT, IF NOT IMPOSSIBLE, TO REMEMBER AND RECORD THEM ALL. IN FACT, IT IS OFTEN DIFFICULT TO KNOW IF EVENTS ARE ACTUALLY BEING SPONSORED BY THE Y AT ALL. HOPPIES USUALLY REMARK, GRATEFULLY, "GOD, LOOK WHAT THE Y IS SPONSORING THIS WEEK," WHILE THE POWERS THAT BE RETORT, "OH MY GOD, WHAT IS THE Y DOING NOW?" A TOUCH OF HORROR ADDS TO THEIR COMPLEXION.

TAKE FOR EXAMPLE THE HUGH HEFNER AFFAIR. DR. WICKWIRE, WHO MUST BE GENEROUSLY CREDITED FOR PROVIDING AND RUNNING THE SOCIAL LIVES OF FULLY TWO THIRDS OF THE HOPKINS COMMUNITY (THOSE WHO CAN NOT DO THEIR OWN PROVIDING), INVITED A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE CLERGY, A FAMILY PLANNER, AND MR. HEFNER TO DISCUSS OR OTHERWISE TO ILLUMINATE THE HOP AS TO THE VITAL PERSONAL ISSUES IN INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS THAT CONFRONT THE INDIVIDUAL TODAY. THAT IS, OF COURSE, SEX.

NOW, ONE IS IMMEDIATELY LED TO WONDER WHETHER THE CONCEPTION ONE HAS OF THE Y AND THE CONCEPTION ONE HAS OF SEX MAKE THE TWO DIAMETRICALLY OPPOSED IN EITHER SOLVING PROBLEMS OR EXPLICATING DETAILS. TO THE CHAGRIN OF SOME, MR. HEFNER BOTH ACCEPTED HIS INVITATION AND SPOKE. OH, FOR THE GOOD OLD DAYS OF DR. BARNES AND CONTRACEPTION. HUGH WAS ALL SOUND AND FURY, BUT SIGNIFIED LITTLE.
LEVERING HALL
Y.M.C.A.

THE LEVERING HALL YMCA
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV.

FILM SERIES

CONTEMPORARY

OCT. 14 TORMENT
NOV. 18 DRUNKEN ANGEL
DEC. 9 IKIRU
JAN. 6 YOJIMBO
FEB. 24 KANAL
MAR. 10 KNIFE IN THE WATER
TWO MEN AND A WARDROBE
APR. 14 THE EIGHTH DAY OF THE WEEK
APR. 28 THIS STRANGE PASSION
MAY 12 JULES AND JIM

LEVERING HALL-
GREAT HALL
7:45 pm
FOR TICKETS OR INFORMATION:
HO 7-3300 Ext 403

SUBSCRIPTION TO THE SERIES:
For members of the YMCA $5.50
For non-members $6.00

1964-1965
SERIOUSLY, HOWEVER, ONE FUNCTION OF THE Y SUCH AS THE HEFNER LECTURE, BE IT GOOD OR BAD, IS LOST IN THE MAZE OF ACTIVITY THAT BEGINS IN LEVERING HALL. SPOOFING UNDERGRADUATE ORGANIZATIONS MADE UP OF UNDERGRADUATES IS FINE, BUT IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO DO THE SAME TO THE ONLY OFFICE AT THE HOP THAT WORKS FOR THE UNDERGRADUATE, AND THE ONLY POSSIBLE WAY TO DESCRIBE DR. WICKWIRE IS AS AN ACTIVIST. THE Y SERVES AS BOTH A RELIGIOUS CENTER BUT MUCH MORE SO AS A CENTER FOR STUDENT ACTIVITIES, AND ITS PROGRAM IS BOTH ON CAMPUS AND DESIGNED TO RELATE HOPKINS STUDENTS TO ASPECTS OF THE BALTIMORE COMMUNITY AND PROBLEMS OF THE INNER CITY AND THE UNDERPRIVILEGED. THE Y OFFERS PROGRAMS TO ENTERTAIN AS WELL AS MANY OPPORTUNITIES TO PARTICIPATE IN ACTIVITIES AND EXPERIENCES WHICH ENCOURAGE PERSONAL GROWTH AND PROVIDE MEANINGFUL SERVICE TO THE CAMPUS AND THE COMMUNITY. MORE THAN A PARTIAL LIST WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO CHRONICLE; THE TUTORIAL PROGRAM FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS; THE MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM AT PERKINS MAXIMUM SECURITY HOSPITAL; THE CONTEMPORARY, CLASSIC, AND COMEDY FILM SERIES IN COOPERATION WITH DR. MACKSEY; ART EXHIBITS; MUSICAL SERIES FEATURING RAVI SHANKAR, ELIZABETH COTTON, THE FOG HORN SINGERS, GUNThER SCHULLER AND TWENTIETH CENTURY INNOVATIONS; DUKE ELLINGTON, THE PRO MUSICA RARA, AND MANY OTHERS; FRIDAY MOVIE MIXERS, THE ROOM AT THE TOP; JEFFERY LECTURE SERIES FEATURING SUCH DISTINGUISHED SPEAKERS AS DR. RICHARD NIEBUHR.

MORE IMPORTANT HOWEVER IS THAT THE Y AT HOPKINS PROVIDES BOTH THE FACILITIES AND THE GUMPTION FOR A TRULY OPEN FORUM — A SLOWLY DISAPPEARING CONCEPT EVEN AT THE LIBERAL UNIVERSITY.
ORIENTATION THIS YEAR WAS A GAS. MORE PEOPLE HAD MORE FUN AND DID LESS PURPOSEFUL ORIENTING OR ANYTHING ELSE THAN IN ANY PREVIOUS YEAR. THEREFORE IT STANDS TO REASON THAT ORIENTATION WAS ALSO MORE SUCCESSFUL THAN IN THE PAST AND IT LASTED FEWER DAYS TOO.


IDENTIFICATION: NUMBER 7, POOLE, 2, 18, 16, 1, UNKNOWN, HILLMAN, NUMBER 3, A LACROSSE STICK, AN UMBRELLA, NUMBERS 19 AND 13.
"LISTEN KID, YOU DON'T REALLY WANT TO COME TO HOPKINS..." CAN BE OVERHEARD DURING JUST ABOUT ANY TOUR GIVEN BY A RESPONSIBLE BLUE KEY MEMBER. OTHERWISE HOW CAN THE SPARCITY OF COOL GUYS AT THE HOP BE EXPLAINED. ALL OF US COOL GUYS UNFORTUNATELY NEVER HAD AN INTERVIEW AND A TOUR.

IDENTIFICATION: IN WINDOW LEFT, CANN, SHANER, TISCHLER, IN WINDOW RIGHT, POOLE, ON SCAFFOLDING, CHANOFF, WILCOX, COOK, SCHMIDT, APTEKAR, SCHWARTZ, LEHMAN, PARTER, ST. JOHN, FEINSTONE, FLOWERS, MALACHOWSKI, WARBURTON, HORN, MACGEORGE.

BLUE KEY

THEIR MOST PUBLICISED FUND RAISING EVENT, THE UGLY MAN CONTEST, UNFORTUNATELY APPEARED TO BE RIGGED FOR SOME REASON THIS YEAR. IT WAS WON BY DAVE NORBY, WHO CERTAINLY IS UGLY. HOWEVER, NORBY IS THE PERFECT ROSE WHEN COMPARED TO THAT MOST HIDEOUS OF ALL BEASTS, THAT MOST UNPLEASANT OF ALL THAT IS UNPLEASANT IN THIS WORLD, THAT SCROUGES OF SCROUGES — THE FIRST NATIONAL KNAVE.

TWO HUNDRED UGLY, DIRTY, HORRID DOLLARS WERE RAISED BY THIS CONTEST SO THAT THE CHAPTER WOULD BE ABLE TO ADOPT A FOSTER CHILD IN HONG KONG. THE SLOGAN, "DON'T FORGET, WE HAVE A KID TO SUPPORT!" DOMINATED CHAPTER FINANCES.

IDENTIFICATION: NUTTAL, SAPESTEIN, BOWMAN, BRAMER, CLAWSON, IERADI, RANDALL, HOWARD, McGRAEL, SCHUL, DISCENZA, DEMUL, JESTADT, HORVATH, KELLER, MILLER, FISHER, ALTSCULH, PELLOCK, CYR, PALLIDIN, DRISCOLL, VAUTHY, KLOSS, EBERSBACH, TO THE LEFT IN BACKGROUND, NEW LIBRARY; TO RIGHT, HOMEWOOD HOUSE.
THIS YEAR THE HOPKINS AMATEUR RADIO CLUB PRESENTED ITS USUAL FORWARD LOOK. IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE NEW GROWTH OF THE CAMPUS, THE HARC EXPANDED ITS FACILITIES, OR RATHER GATHERED TOGETHER THE EXPANSIONS OF THE LAST FEW YEARS.

THE NEW KW WAS PUT TO WORK AFTER BLOWING UP A $35 TUBE AND DID ADMIRABLY WELL ON FOREIGN STATIONS. THE RECEIVER MUTING WAS INSTALLED, WENT ON THE BLINK, AND WAS REPAIRED MAGICALLY — NOBODY EVEN TOUCHED IT! THIS SET THE DISCORDANT NOTE FOR THE YEAR. OUR NEW EXCITER WORKED, BROKE DOWN WITH BAD SIGNALS THEREBY NETTING US AN FCC NOTICE, WAS PUT ARIGHT, AND THE YEAR ENDED WITH ITS EN­TRAILS AGAIN EXPOSED TO THE NOW VIOLENT TORCHES OF THE CLUB. NEEDED TO SAY, TWO OF THESE THREE DEVICES WERE OUT OF COMMISSION IN TWO DAYS.

ON THE PLUS SIDE WAS THE ERECTION OF A 150 FOOT HIGH 160 METER DIPOLE, WHICH HASN'T YET COME DOWN AS DID THE 40 METER ANTENNA. THE REINSTALLATION OF 40 METERS BROUGHT WITH IT THE KNOWLEDGE THAT IF YOU USE AN EXPENSIVE FLY CASTING OUTFIT, IT WILL TAKE BUT TWO DAYS OF SOLID WORK TO PUT AN ANTENNA UP 100 FEET.

IN CONTEST WORK, WHICH WAS MEAGER, WE WORKED ALL 74 SECTIONS IN THE SS AND DID VERY WELL IN THE DX CONTEST, ALTHOUGH OUR SHARP-AS-A-BASEBALL PRESIDENT FORGOT TO SEND IN THE RESULTS.

THE END OF THE YEAR BROUGHT A NEW TWIST; A CHANCE VISIT AND TALK BY FCC OFFICIALS LED TO THE DISCOVERY THAT WGGQ HAS BEEN LICENSED INCORRECTLY FOR ABOUT 18 YEARS. ALL MEMBERS WAIT WITH TREPIDATION THE FINAL DECISION OF THE FCC. JUST IN CASE, THERE IS A CHARTER FLIGHT BOOKED FOR ARGENTINA.

THE OFFICERS FOR THE PAST YEAR WERE: PRES. JAN DITZIAN; V.P. JIM KOLSrud, SEC. RALPH SWAIN, TREAS. RICHARD PAGANO.
WJHU

STATION MANAGER .................. ROBERT MILLER
ASSISTANT STATION MANAGER ...... BRUCE HANSON
PROGRAM DIRECTOR ................ ROBERT CRISPEN
TECHNICAL MANAGER ............... RAINER VONSALESKI
BUSINESS MANAGER ................ DWIGHT FILLEY
RECORD LIBRARIANS ................. MAYNARD FISHER, WILLIAM JAMES
CHIEF ENGINEER .................... MAYNARD FISHER
CHIEF ANNOUNCER .................. MICHAEL ZINNER
NEWS DIRECTOR .................... LARRY HOPWOOD
SPORTS DIRECTOR .................. MILES WOLFF
TECHNICAL STAFF .................. MITCHELL PILOT, JOHN BRIDGES, DANIEL EISENBERG
DEBATE COUNCIL

THE DEBATE COUNCIL UNTIL JUST RECENTLY HAS BEEN A SMALL BUT HAPPY CLUB ON CAMPUS. THEY HELD OCCASIONAL TOURNAMENTS, DIDN'T BOther ANYBODY, AND HAD A GOOD TIME. THIS YEAR WAS DIFFERENT. 1965 FOUND THE COUNCIL WINNING FIVE TEAM TROPHIES IN MAJOR DEBATE TOURNAMENTS AND HOSTING ONE OF THE LARGEST INTER-COLLEGIATE DEBATE COMPETITIONS ON THE EAST COAST (THE WEST COAST IS RATHER UNIMPORTANT AS MOST OF THE GOOD DEBATERS COME EAST OR CARRY PLACARDS WITH DIRTY WORDS ON THEM AT BERKELEY RATHER THAN DEBATE.)

WITH SUCCESS HOWEVER CAME NOTORIETY. WITH NOTORIETY CAME JON ALPERT, AND WITH ALPERT CAME IMMEDIATE DISSENSION. WHO WOULD CONTROL THE COUNCIL AFTER THE RETIREMENT OF BOB FEIBEL AND IN WHICH DIRECTION THE COUNCIL WOULD GO BECAME HEATED QUESTIONS. ANXIETY DROVE HOWARD READ AWAY FROM HORSES (TO DRINK). YET THE COUNCIL PUSHED ON.

THE TEAM OF READ AND THOMPSON WON FIRST PLACE IN DEBATE AT THE NEW YORK UNIVERSITY FORENSIC FESTIVAL, SCHEIBLE, MILLER, LEVECK, AND SPIRER TOOK THIRD AT FORDHAM COLLEGE AND AT DICKENSON. A VARSITY UNIT OF ALBERT, FEIBEL, READ, AND SIMON CAME IN THIRD AT MORGAN STATE. ALL DEBATE WAS ON THE NATIONAL COLLEGIATE TOPIC: "RESOLVED THAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD ESTABLISH A NATIONAL PROGRAM OF PUBLIC WORK FOR THE UNEMPLOYED." HOWEVER, IF THIS WERE TO HAPPEN, WHO WOULD HAVE TIME TO DEBATE. DURING THE YEAR, HOPKINS ENTERED FIFTEEN DIFFERENT TOURNAMENTS AND WAS REPRESENTED BY NINETEEN DIFFERENT DEBATERS. IN ADDITION, THE COUNCIL RAN TWO VERY LARGE TOURNAMENTS AT HOME, ONE FOR COLLEGES AND ONE FOR HIGH SCHOOLS.

BOB FEIBEL COMPLETED HIS SECOND TERM AS PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL AND WAS AWARDED AN ENGRAVED GAVEL IN RECOGNITION OF HIS LEADERSHIP. THE OTHER OFFICERS WERE V.P.'S READ AND SIMON, AND SECRETARIES THOMPSON AND ALPERT. AT THE COUNCIL'S ANNUAL BANQUET, ALPERT WAS CHOSEN PRESIDENT, WITH SIMON, MILLER, SPIRER, AND LEVECK AS THE OTHER OFFICERS.
FILM GUILD

CHARLES STREET REVIEW

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

ROGER

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

ORSON

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

FEDERICO

BUSINESS MANAGER

STANLEY

REVIEW MEMBERS

AND CALEB

ARNOLD LEHMAN

RICHARD KERSHNER

GARY MOORE

SUMNER TWISS, JR.

LULU, BABETTE, DIDI, ZELDA, LOLA, SUGARPLUM.
THE VARSITY MARCHING SOCIETY AND AUXILIARY FIFE AND DRUM CORPS, VULGARLY KNOWN AS THE BAND, UNDERWENT A PECULIAR INTERMINGLING OF FRUSTRATION AND TRIUMPH AS THE OFFICERS, SPARKED BY THEIR DIRECTOR, CONRAD GEBELEIN, PUSHED THE ORGANIZATION AT A BREATH-TAKING PACE.

THE YEAR BEGAN WITH A BITTER DISAPPOINTMENT WHEN THE OFFICERS FOUND THAT THE "CARROT" OF A BAND ROOM WHICH HAD BEEN HELD IN FRONT OF THEIR NOSES FOR SO LONG HAD ONCE AGAIN BEEN PULLED FROM THEIR REACH AND STRIKEN FROM THE PLANS OF THE NEW GYM. THE BLOW APPARENTLY MADE THE BAND ONLY MORE DETERMINED TO PROVE ITS WORTH TO THE HOP, AS IT PLANNED AND EXECUTED A PROGRAM UNPARALLELED IN EITHER SCOPE, VOLUME, OR QUALITY BY PREVIOUS HOPKINS BANDS, THAT IS.

WITH GEBBY AT THE FORE, THE BAND KEPT SPIRITS HIGH THROUGHOUT A LOSING FOOTBALL SEASON, AND AS THE BAND BEGAN EACH GAME WITH A HEARTFELT RENDITION OF THE "ODE" YOUNG HOPPIES TURNED TO ASK EACH OTHER, "WHAT THE HELL ARE THEY PLAYING?"

UNDAUNTED, THE BAND WENT ON TO WELCOME PRESIDENT JOHNSON ON OCTOBER 1, HAVING HAD ONLY A WEEK TO LEARN "HAIT TO THE CHIEF." PRACTICE FOR THE TUNE TO "IN YOUR HEART..." WAS WASTED AS GOLDWATER CANCELLED OUT. RETURNING TO THE MORE MUNDANE WORLD OF THE CONCERT STAGE, THE BAND HELD ITS FALL CONCERT, INCLUDING SUCH PIECES AS DVORAK'S FINALE TO THE NEW WORLD SYMPHONY AND OFFENBACK'S BALLET PARISIEN. THE HECTIC PACE CONTINUED AND A SECOND FALL CONCERT WAS PULLED OFF. THE SPRING CONCERT AND LACROSSE GAMES MONOPOLIZED MOST OF THE SPRING SEMESTER.
On the line, on the line, on the side of the line,
We're yelling for the 'levens in the rain and the shine.
When the 'levens in the rain, we're yelling all the time,
When we're out on the side of the line.
For we are the glory and the halo too,
The pride of the women and the J.H.U.
The pride of the women and the J.H.U.
Combined in one big HULLABALOO.
BARNSTORMERS

HAPPENING AT OBENS
THE STRANGER
THE HUNGERERS
THE ROPE
SIX CHARACTERS IN SEARCH OF AN AUTHOR
THE BOOR
AUGUSTUS DOES HIS BIT
TEN MINUTE HAPPENING
ELECTRA
THE FANTASTICKS
UPON LOOKING BACK AT THE EXPLOITS OF THOSE BOLD NEWS-LETTER BOYS DURING THE HALCYON DAYS OF 1964-5, ONE IS FORCED TO CONCLUDE THAT, IN THE IMMORTAL WORDS OF WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST, "VIRTUE IS ITS OWN REWARD." OR, AS A FORMER NEWS-LETTER EDITOR ONCE SAID, "IT WAS THE BEST OF TIMES, IT WAS THE WORST OF TIMES, BUT IT WASN'T THE NEW YORK TIMES."

THE NEWS-LETTER ACHIEVED TECHNICAL VIRTUOSITY WITH ITS INSTANT AND EXCELLENT COVERAGE OF PRESIDENT JOHNSON'S TWO VISITS TO THE HOP. NOT EVEN THE NEW YORK TIMES OR THE NEW BALTIMORE MORNING HERALD REPORTED JOHNSON'S FIRST VISIT EARLIER THAN THE N-L'S INTREPID, VETERAN STAFF OF WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENTS. NOR CAN WE EVER FORGET THE N-L'S MORAL VIRTUOSITY WHEN IT CHAMPIONED THE CAUSE OF RACIAL EQUALITY IN FRATERNITIES.

THE NEWS-LETTER REACHED THE HEIGHTS OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AND LAYOUT (WITH A FEW MINOR EXCEPTIONS) WITH ITS SPECIAL ISSUE ON THE NEW LIBRARY. CALEB DESCHANEL'S FIRST VENTURE INTO MAGAZINE STYLE LAYOUT WAS AN UNMITIGATED SUCCESS, MATCHED IN INTENSITY ONLY BY HIS UNMITIGATED GALL.

WHO WERE THESE PEOPLE WHO DID SO MUCH FOR SO MANY WHO WERE SO LITTLE? IN ORDER OF DEIFICATION, THEY WERE:

HOWARD MANILOFF, CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, OBVIOUSLY ABLE, BUT NEVER TOO PROUD TOO SEEK HELP FROM ANYONE, WHETHER IT BE A DEAN, A SECRETARY, AN ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT, OR A CLOSE FRIEND NAMED JACK DANIELS.

GARY MOORE, CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, A SHARP EYE FOR THE SIGNIFICANT (THE MEATY, AS IT WERE) AND A MELLIFLUOUS YET VIBRANT WRITING STYLE MADE HIM ONE OF THE FINEST EDITORS THE PAPER HAS YET SEEN. UNFORTUNATELY, HE BEGAN HAVING SNARK TROUBLES IN THE FALL (WHEN HE FELL) AND WAS RARELY SEEN THEREAFTER.

CHUCK CROWELL, BUSINESS MANAGER, AMIABLE BUT BUNGLING, A MISERLY SCOT, A CONFIRMED RIGHT WINGER, AND A PIPELINE TO THE STUDENT COUNCIL.

CHUCK CROWELL, BUSINESS MANAGER, AMIABLE BUT BUNGLING, A MISERLY SCOT, A CONFIRMED RIGHT WINGER, AND A PIPELINE TO THE STUDENT COUNCIL.

KEN GRUNDFAST, BUSINESS MANAGER, THIS SLY JEW ABLY COMPLEMENTED THE ABOVE MENTIONED WILY SCOT IN KEEPING N-L EXPENSES TO A MAXIMUM, WHILE HOLDING N-L INCOME TO A MINIMUM.

CALEB DESCHANEL, MANAGING EDITOR, AS THE PAPER'S MOST IMPORTANT AND GROOVY UNDERLING, CALEB LAID ALL SORTS OF THINGS OUT EVERY WEEK.

JAMES FREEDMAN, ASSOCIATE EDITOR, SURELY ONE OF THE BEST LOVED PEOPLE IN THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY. HE WILL BEST BE REMEMBERED FOR HIS FORGETTABLE COLUMNS, WHICH, THOUGH NOT FULL OF SOUND AND FURY, NEVERTHELESS SIGNIFIED NOTHING.

CURT ZIMANSKY, NEWS EDITOR. ONE OF THE MOST LOYAL N-L STAFF MEMBERS, CURT BRAVELY AND SACRIFICINGLY DRAGGED HIMSELF AWAY FROM "COMBAT" EACH TUESDAY NIGHT TO PERFORM HIS FUNCTIONS.

HENRY KORN, FEATURES EDITOR. AFTER A LIFE-TIME OF UNPRODUCTIVITY, HENRY FINALLY FOUND HIS NICHES IN THE N-L, WHERE HIS UNPRODUCTIVITY REACHED NEW HEIGHTS.

JOHN BRICKMAN, SPORTS EDITOR. NO DOUBT ABOUT IT, JOHN CARRIED A LOT OF WEIGHT IN THE N-L OFFICE HIS THOROUGHLY RESEARCHED, DELIBERATELY WRITTEN SPORTS COLUMNS WERE AMONG THE BEST THE PAPER HAS SEEN IN THE LAST YEAR.

JAY AMSHEY, PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR. JAY TOILED MIGHTILY THROUGHOUT THE YEAR, TAKING PICTURES HITHER AND YON, AND EVEN HERE AND THERE, AND SOMETIMES HE TOOK USABLE ONES.

RON COONIN, COMPOSITION EDITOR. QUITE EFFICIENT WAS RON. HE WAS THE ONLY N-L STAFFER WHO COULD MAINTAIN A SERIOUS CONVERSATION WITH AN APPRENTICE PRINTER ON THE APPRENTICE'S INTELLECTUAL LEVEL.
GOOD MORNING

The Staff of the New Baltimore Morning Herald greets you with news that the Baltimore Blackout is over.

For this city, the absence of newspapers has imposed unprecedented hardships. The Morning Herald offers itself as a community service to meet the information and advertisement needs so keenly felt for the past two weeks.

The Morning Herald claims no political affiliations. To provide broad news coverage, entertainment, and other essential information, the Herald will appear every morning but Monday, because of current printing limitations.

Tomorrow our newspaper will be larger, and Sunday's edition will show another increase. No one has hazarded a guess as to how the suspension of Baltimore's regular daily papers will last. As long as the labor-management dispute remains deadlocked, the Herald will attempt to fill the gap in much the same manner that independent grocers rose to meet the city's requirements during last year's infamous supermarket shutdowns.

We are on nobody's payroll. Rumors to the contrary are false. This enterprise was conceived in the offices of the Johns Hopkins University Newsletter. The students who produced that weekly paper decided to test their abilities at a time when they were needed.

While we have the encouragement and guidance of a few professional newspapermen, this is still largely a student enterprise. Under the pressure of daily publication, we intend to become more and more professional as time goes by.
TUDOR AND STUART

As usual, the port wine cheddar cheese failed to receive the patronage to which it was entitled on the basis of its exemplary merits. But such lapses in gastronomic elan were rare and served merely to dilute the hubris which constantly threatened the yeoman sobriety of the members of the T and S at their monthly smokers.

Far under the masterful eye of the lord curator, Rt. Hon. Sir John Wallace, U.C., the club room in Gilman Hall had been restored to its renaissance grandeur. One old grad, Tom More, pronounced the Hopkins' El Vaika Palma (HVP) now indistinguishable from his mause in the cotswolds. A unique varnish discovered in the depths of the lake district now immensely facilitates the efforts of the scullery staff in removing from the floor the scholars' gore of Toveysonian Derring-Do. An especially difficult task this year was faced by these loyal vassals in the aftermath of the encounter between John Milton, represented by Merritt Hughes, and the Faerie Queene, of Jackson Cape. And of course Don Cameron Allen.

The members of the club were also this year treated to a revelation of the exact moment of the birth of the English provincial stage, which was indeterminate. Perez Zagarin proved beyond all shadow of doubt that neither Gerrard Winstanley, Thomas Hobbes, nor John Locke was the real Karl Marx. This year's president, Frederik Bung, to whom is owed the preservation of the club digs from the designs of the Cartesians at the other end of the hall, gave an illustrated lecture on the art of defecation in Calcutta.

Press on a rare Osler!

Another tankard of mead, wench!

Jubilate. J • U • V • I • T • A • T • E •. manset!
To be elected to Phi Beta Kappa means to have arrived academically. It provides a feeling of euphoria which is unfortunately short-lived. For, if one has just arrived, one is also just about to leave. Phi Beta Kappa must be taken as a pure unadulterated honor—that is, it is useless. The award arrives too late to be used as a legitimate asset. One is not able to insert "Pbk" in discreet black letters on some line or other of a graduate school application. For, the rest of their lives members of Phi Beta Kappa will go about attempting to find a discreet way to inform the vulgar that they are members. They will find that there is in fact no such way, but their purchase of a vest with every new suit and a pocket watch with gold chain will testify to the attempt. Unfortunately the appearance of the key on one's person, with whatever attempt may be made at casualness, can never appear anything but deliberate to make matters worse. Those members not wearing their keys at a given moment will go about being catty about those who are.


Lambda Sigma Delta is the international honorary fraternity of people who like to travel. Initiation banquets are held as frequently as possible in any friendly hall. Although the meal is surprisingly small and doesn't taste like much everybody has a real blast. As the neophytes look around and listen the old heads hear such comments as, "Wow, look at that!" or "Wow, what was that?!" or "Wow, this is a gas!" Merriment and laughter are the order of the day and the festivities always last an amazingly long time. Unfortunately new members sometimes find such high living... "uncomfortable"... and occasionally one becomes... "upset"... and runs off from his new friends. But when he comes back down, or up, depending on which way he went when he left, things are almost the same. Things are never the exact same but they're almost the same. Anyway, the new members rarely refuse to attend the next banquet and seldom turn down any opportunity to travel with a brother. Warning: traveling with sisters can be great fun... but like we said, things just aren't the same... after a word to the wise guy, wise guy.

In retrospect, none of the speakers at this year's series of meetings made much sense, although at the time we thought they were great... but that's another story. During the year tribute was paid to some past brothers some of whom are now traveling on a higher plain. Tom de Quincey, Charlie Baudelaire, Tim Lear and Uncle Bill Burroughs who asked, "Wouldn't you?" and come to think of it... wouldn't you?
ETA KAPPA NU  PI TAU SIGMA
SCABBARD AND BLADE

BOOSTER CLUB

SPIKED SHOE

COACH WILSON FEWSTER'S SQUAD — 0-6-1 IN 1963 — ADDED A LATE-SEASON 26-21 WIN OVER DICKINSON TO FINISH WITH A 2-6 LOG, BUT THE TEAM WAS "IN" MOST OF ITS GAMES TO A FAR GREATER DEGREE THAN ITS RECORD MIGHT INDICATE.

THREE MEN SET HOPKINS RECORDS. SENIOR QUARTERBACK JERRY PFEIFER ESTABLISHED A NEW COMPLETION STANDARD WITH 76 PASSES, AND SET A NEW MARK WITH 1151 YARDS TOTAL OFFENSE. HIS 1006 YARDS ON AERIALS REPRESENTS THE FIRST TIME A HOPKINS PLAYER HAS EXCEEDED 1000 YARDS, EITHER PASSING OR RUSHING.

PFEIFER'S FAVORITE TARGET, JUNIOR END MIKE OIDICK, SET TWO RECORDS WITH 34 RECEPTIONS FOR 602 YARDS. AND JUNIOR PUNTER RUDY BUSBY'S 35.5 YARDS PER KICK AVERAGE IS A MODERN RECORD.

PFEIFER, OIDICK AND CENTER JIM LANDON MADE THE BALTIMORE SUN'S ALL STATE SMALL COLLEGE FIRST ALL STAR TEAM. SENIOR HALFBACK FRANK SZOKA — WHO, AT 157 LBS., HAD PREVIOUSLY BEEN DESCRIBED AS ONE OF THE STATE'S BEST DEFENSIVE BAKES — WAS NAMED TO THE SECOND TEAM. PFEIFER WON ALL-MASON-DIXON RECOGNITION; OIDICK AND SENIOR ROGER ROSENBERGER, A HOPKINS MAINSTAY AT TACKLE FOR THREE YEARS, EARNED HONORABLE MENTION.

PFEIFER, END JOHN MCLACHLAN AND BACK JIM MACNAUGHTON SERVED AS TRI-CAPTAINS IN 1964. OTHER SENIORS INCLUDED LINEMEN DAVE CUNNINGHAM, JOHN DASHIELLS AND BRUCE STEINWALD, AND BACKS HERB BETTER, RALPH CANN, CHIP GIARDINA AND STEVE REYNOLDS.

A GOOD TEAM IS EXPECTED IN THE FALL, AS SEVERAL RETURNEES WILL BE BOLSTERED BY NEWCOMERS FROM AN UNDEFEATED FRESHMAN TEAM, OTHERS OUT FOR THE TEAM ANEW, AND BY A COUPLE OF TRANSFER STUDENTS. THE SQUAD WILL BE CAPTAINED BY LANDON AND OIDICK.

AFTER YEARS OF LOSING SOCCER TEAMS, THE 1964 SQUAD PROVIDED NEW COACH GARY BARRETTE AND JAY ROOTERS IN GENERAL WITH MUCH JOY.

BEFORE THE SEASON Began, BARRETTE REFUSED TO MAKE ANY PREDICTIONS ABOUT HIS TEAM'S FORTHCOMING RECORD. FACED BY THE LOSS OF SEVERAL KEY MEN FROM MICKEY COCHRANE'S LAST UNIT — FOR INSTANCE, FROM THE DEFENSE ALONE, GOALIE STU RICHON, FULLBACK TED WIEHE AND TALENTED CENTER HALF MIKE RATNER WERE GONE — AND FORCED TO Rely Upon UNTRIED SOPHOMORES IN VITAL POSITIONS, THE OUTLOOK WAS, TO SAY THE LEAST, UNCERTAIN.

THINGS LOOKED BETTER EVEN AFTER THE FIRST GAME. SOPH PABLO DROBNY, PLAYING IN HIS INITIAL VARSITY CONTEST, SCORED FIVE TIMES TO LEAD THE TEAM TO A 6-2 ROUT OF DICKINSON. THE TEAM WENT ON TO DEFEAT DELAWARE, SWARTHMORE, TOWSON STATE AND LOYOLA, AND FINISHED WITH A 5-4-1 RECORD — THE FIRST WINNING SEASON SINCE 1960.

OFFENSIVELY, THE TEAM WAS LED BY DROBNY, WHO FINISH-ED WITH EIGHT GOALS; SENIOR INSIDE JON SHANSEr, WHO
Notched five; Dennis Townsend, with three; and senior wing Joel Crodish, whose overtime head-in of a Townsend pass won the Towson game.

On defense, co-captains Lucky Mallonee and senior Nick Noon, and Jim Zevely were key players. Goalie Marv Ortel, who won the job in mid-season, picked up a pair of shutouts.

Mallonee took home a pot of post-season honors, including honorable mention all America, first team all South and first team all Mason-Dixon. Drobný, Cordish, Zevely and Noon all made various units of the all South squad. Fullback Bob Knauff was a key player. Goalie Marv Ortel, who won the job in mid-season, picked up a pair of shutouts.

Mallonee took home a pot of post-season honors, including honorable mention all America, first team all South and first team all Mason-Dixon. Drobný, Cordish, Zevely and Noon all made various units of the all South squad. Fullback Bob Knauff was a key player. Goalie Marv Ortel, who won the job in mid-season, picked up a pair of shutouts.

CONRAD GEBELEIN GRADUATED IN JUNE OF 1964, AND THAT SEEMED TO KILL ED POLANOWSKI’S 64 CROSSTOWN SQUAD’S CHANCES.

GEBELEIN, WHO WAS GRADUATED AFTER THREE YEARS, WON ALMOST EVERY MEET HE WAS ENTERED IN. BUT HOPKINS’ NEW NUMBER ONE RUNNER, JUNIOR KEVIN MURPHY, WAS ALWAYS THE FIRST JAY FINISHER THIS YEAR — WHEN HE RAN. MURPHY, WHO SEEMS TO BE INJURY-PRONE, MANAGED TO RUN OFTEN ENOUGH FOR THE HARRIERS TO FINISH THE 64 SEASON WITH A 4-3 DUAL MEET RECORD.

The team beat Towson in its season opener, but finished second in a triangular meet and dropped two dual contests as Murphy was forced to sit out. When he returned, he put together a first, a second and a first in the Jays’ three other wins, over Washington College, Catholic University and Penn Military College.

Other Hopkins runners who consistently led the squad were Jack Loomis — the top Jay finisher in the Mason-Dixon championships at Bridgewater — and John Sopka and Van Clark.

After the basketball season, varsity coach Henry Cicccarone was quoted as saying: “Looking back over the season, I thought we’d do well to win one game.” In fact, before the season began, Cicccarone told at least one reporter — off the record — that he didn’t expect even a single victory.

Thus, although his squad’s record was only 3-14, the team’s effort rates as a fine one. The three wins — over PM, Swarthmore and Franklin and Marshall — usually came against teams boasting superior height, speed and shooting ability. And in several other contests, the Jays came close to pulling striking upsets.

The team loses three seniors. Captain Bob Smith, who was bothered by injuries and illness but gave 100% nevertheless; Harvey Mahan, who came from two and a half years of benchwarming to become a late-season starter; and Miles Wolff are gone. Returning next year are, primarily, co-captains Willy Schwenzfeier and Al Huston. Schwenzfeier won Cicccarone’s MVP title with a 14.9 average, and Huston, second high man with a 12-point mark, was
NAMED THE FIRST ANNUAL WINNER OF THE HENRY S. COHN AWARD, AN AWARD TO BE OFFERED IN PERPETUITY FOR CONSISTENT PLAY OVER THE SEASON. CHANCES FOR NEXT SEASON LOOK MUCH BETTER WITH THIS YEAR'S FRESHMAN TEAM LISTING MANY FINE PLAYERS.

SAME CASE CAME OVER FROM WESTERN MARYLAND FOR A YEAR TO COACH HOPKINS' VARSITY WRESTLERS, AND HAD A FAIR-TO-GOOD YEAR WITH A 4-6-1 DUAL MEET MARK AND A FORTH PLACE FINISH IN THE MASON-DIXONS.


IN THE CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP MEET, ART JENNY LED THE TEAM WITH A SECOND PLACE FINISH AT 137. BOB COPENHAFER, '47; JOHN GLASCOCK, '67; JOE VIGLOTI, '91; AND DAVE CUNNINGHAM, HEAVYWEIGHT, EACH PICKED UP THIRDS.

THE DUAL MEET RECORD SOUNDS EVEN BETTER WHEN ONE REALIZES THAT THE TEAM OFTEN GAVE AWAY FIVE POINTS BEFORE THE OPENING MATCH, WITH THE FREQUENT INABILITY OF HOPKINS' 123 TO MAKE WEIGHT.

AT SEASON'S END, CASE STOOD BY AND DROOLED AS MUCH FINE WRESTLING TALENT — WHICH SHOULD HAVE BEEN OUT FOR THE VARSITY — COMPETED IN THE BIA INTRAMURAL MEET.

COACH DICK OLES' VARSITY FENCING TEAM, USUALLY ONE OF HOPKINS' MORE EFFECTIVE SQUADS, FINISHED WITH ONLY A 3-5 RECORD — AND WINS OVER LAFAYETTE, MÜHLLENBURG AND HAVENFORD — BUT NEVERTHELESS PRODUCED SOME FINE INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCES.

THE TEAM TOOK THIRD PLACE OVERALL IN THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT. WALT, ROSETT WON FIRST PLACE IN EPEE, AND JERRY LAM FINISHED THIRD IN FOIL.

IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC CHAMPIONSHIPS, THE JAY EPEE TEAM PLACED FIRST. BOB KIRBY FINISHED AS INDIVIDUAL WINNER ON THAT WEAPON; ROSETT TOOK A FOURTH. ROSETT AND SABREMAN SHERM TEICHMAN SERVED AS CO-CAPTAINS IN '64-'65.

WHILE THE NEW VARSITY SWIMMING TEAM'S RECORD READS LIKE A BAD DREAM — AN 0-4 DUAL MEET LOG AND LOSSES IN EACH OF THESE MEETS BY A GREATER-THAN THREE TO ONE SCORE — THE FUTURE SEEMS CONSIDERABLY BRIGHTER.

THE TEAM — COACH BILL KLARNER'S FIRST AT HOPKINS — CAME ON WELL AT SEASON'S END, AND NEXT SEASON WILL HAVE THE BENEFITS OF PRACTICES AND HOME MEETS IN THE NEW WHITE ATHLETIC CENTER. THIS YEAR, THE TEAM PRACTICED IN LOYOLA'S POOL AND ONLY PARTICIPATED IN AWAY MEETS. THE WHITE CENTER IS EXPECTED TO PROVIDE INCENTIVE TO THE SQUAD, AS WELL AS SERVE AS AN AID TO KLARNER IN LURING STRONG SWIMMERS TO HOMEWOOD.

JUNIOR GEORGE KEMPF LED THE JAYS WITH 11 MEET POINTS OVER THE SEASON. DICK TOMASULO, PETE REYNOLDS AND CHIP COSTA EACH COMPILED EIGHT.
THEY JEERED WHEN NEWS-LETTER "EXPERTS" PREDICTED AT LEAST 8-2 SEASON RECORD, BUT BOB SCOTT'S 1965 HOPKINS VARSITY LACROSSE TEAM VINDICATED AT LEAST ONE PROPHET.

THE SEASON BEGAN ON A NOT-UNEXPECTED NOTE, WHEN, FOR THE SECOND STRAIGHT YEAR, THE MOUNT WASHINGTON GAME WAS POSTPONED BECAUSE OF SNOW, FANS WHO STAYED IN TOWN THROUGH THE TUESDAY OF SPRING VACATION NEEDN'T HAVE, AS BUZZY BUONITZ AND THE WOLFPACK INFLICTED THE YEARLY DAMAGE BY A 13-8 COUNT. BUT JERRY PFEIFER, ONE-THIRD OF HOPKINS' ALL-SENIOR ATTACK, GAVE NOTICE OF THINGS TO COME WITH TWO GOALS; S.J. GIARDINA ALSO CHIPPED IN WITH A PAIR.

POOR SHOOTING — TEN FOR 68 — MARKED THE JAYS' NEXT VENTURE, AGAINST PRINCETON, BUT PFEIFER, WITH THREE AND AN ASSIST, AND RAY GORDON, SWITCHED TO ATTACK, WITH TWO AND TWO, LED THE TEAM TO A 10-6 VICTORY. CO-CAPTAIN FRANK SZOKA, NOT NECESSARILY KNOWN AROUND THE CAMPUS FOR HIS SCORING POWER, REGISTERED A GOAL AND AN ASSIST, AND MIKE ODICK PLAYED — AS HE DID ALL SEASON — SPECTACULARLY ON DEFENSE.

SCOTT'S SUMMARY OF THE LOYOLA GAME READS "WEATHER AND FIELD — TERRIBLE"; SO MUST ANY APPRAISAL OF HOPKINS' PLAY THAT DAY. PFEIFER CANNED THREE AND THREE, BUT THE TEAM EFFORT WAS ABOMINABLE.

Thus, the Week Before the Virginia Game — The First Hopkins Encounter with A Major Team — The "I TOLD YOU SO'S" AT HOMEWOOD REIGNED. THAT LASTED UNTIL LATE SATURDAY AFTERNOON. PFEIFER HAD A GOAL AND EIGHT ASSISTS; SKIP DARRELL, ALTERNATING BETWEEN ATTACK AND MIDFIELD, SCORED TWO GOALS AND THREE ASSISTS; CO-CAPTAIN CHIP GIARDINA AND STAN FINE EACH REGISTERED THREE GOALS; AND (NO YOU'RE) BETTER AND SOPH SPARKPLUG JERRY SCHNYDMAN HAD TWO A PIECE. SCOTT DESCRIBED THE GAME AS A "GREAT TEAM EFFORT".

RUTGERS CAME TO TOWN, AND THE JAYS HAD THEIR USUAL MIDWEEK PROBLEMS WITH A WEAK SECOND AND EARLY THIRD PERIOD. BUT THE TEAM BROKE OPEN THE GAME WITH FIVE SCORES IN FOUR MINUTES, AND AVENGED LAST YEAR'S UPSET, 15-9. GIARDINA AND SCHNYDMAN EACH SCORED THREE TIMES AND HAD AN ASSIST A PIECE.

DARRELL CONTINUED TO HAVE HIS BEST SEASON EVER; WITH THREE GOALS AND TWO ASSISTS HE LED THE TEAM TO A 13-8 WIN OVER WASHINGTON COLLEGE THE FOLLOWING WEEKEND.

HANK KAESTNER AND SOPH JOE BLATNER (WHO NEVER EVEN SAW A STICK BEFORE HIS FRESHMAN YEAR) — WHICH TORE APART ARMY’S HIGHLY-RAISED OFFENSE.

AFTER THE GAME, AT LEAST ONE HOPKINS PLAYER WAS HEARD TO MUMMER, “TOO BAD THE SUN ISN’T COMING OUT.” THE BALTIMORE SUN, WHOSE LACROSSE WRITER HAD CHOSEN TO RANK HOPKINS A DOUBTFUL FOURTH (AFTER NAVY, ARMY, AND MARYLAND) HAD ALREADY BEEN SHUT DOWN A WEEK BECAUSE OF A STRIKE.

IN A GOOD OFFENSIVE EFFORT THE FOLLOWING WEEK, THE TEAM BEAT SYRACUSE, 21-6, WITH ITS HIGHEST GOAL OUTPUT IN TWO YEARS. GORDON, WITH THREE GOALS AND TWO ASSISTS, WAS HIGH MAN AND SHOWED THAT HE HAD CLEARLY RECOVERED FROM THE ELBOW INJURY WHICH HAD SIDELINED HIM AT WEST POINT.

NEIL HENDERSON WON 15 OF 16 FIRST HALF FACEOFFS, AND JIM LEWIS DEMONSTRATED WHY HE IS PROBABLY THE BEST ATTACKMAN EVER TO PLAY LACROSSE, AS NAVY KNOCKED HOPKINS FROM THE UNBEATEN LIST, 15-6. HOPKINS DIDN’T PLAY A BAD GAME; NAVY PLAYED A GREAT ONE.

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED MANAGED TO GET JUST ABOUT ALL THE FACTS WRONG, BUT THE TEAM DID STAY “UP” FOR THE MARYLAND GAME — SOMETHING IT HAS OFTEN HAD TROUBLE DOING, AFTER A LOSS TO NAVY, IN THE PAST. IN THE TERP CONTEST, THE JAYS, DOWN 8-6 WITH TEN MINUTES TO PLAY, SCORED THE LAST FIVE GOALS AND PULLED IT OUT, 11-8. SCHNYDMAN SCORED THREE GOALS; PFEIFER CLOSED OUT A FINE CAREER WITH ONE AND FIVE. THE DEFENSE WAS EXCELLENT; DASHIELLS, OIDICK, AND KAESTNER, WHO HANDCUFFED MARYLAND’S GOOD SOPH ATTACKMAN, JACK HEIM, PLAYED WELL.

COMING DOWN TO THE JUNE 5 ARMY-NAVY GAME, THE TEAM STILL HAD A SHOT AT “BACKING INTO” A TIE FOR THE NATIONAL TITLE — IF THE CADETS COULD PREVAIL AT ANNAPOLIS, BUT THE RESULT OF THAT CONTEST SIMPLY PROVED WHAT EVERYBODY HAD BEEN THINKING ALL ALONG — THAT NAVY WAS UNDOUBTEDLY THE BEST LACROSSE TEAM IN THE COUNTRY.

BUT FOR HOPKINS FANS, IT WAS STILL A FINE SEASON. THE TEAM DID BETTER THAN MANY PEOPLE EXPECTED, AND, IN FINISHING SECOND IN THE NATION, ACHIEVED ITS HIGHEST RANKING SINCE 1962.

VARSITY BASEBALL FINALLY PROVED THE MATCH FOR GARY BARRETTE, WHO HAD ENJOYED WINNING SEASONS WITH SOCCER AND FRESHMAN BASKETBALL.


TOM MCDERMOTT’S VARSITY TENNIS TEAM REBOUNDED FROM A POOR SEASON TO FINISH WITH A 6-8 RECORD, INCLUDING THREE VICTORIES IN ITS FINAL FIVE MEETS. THE TEAM’S TOP
PLAYERS INCLUDED CAPTAIN JOE SORROW, MARK ELLENBOGEN, KEN LARSEN, JON LOWE AND BOB CHILDERS.

THE VARSITY TRACK TEAM FINISHED WITH AN 0-3 LOG, BUT THE RECORD INCLUDES TWO VERY CLOSE MEETS SCORES — LOSSES TO WESTERN MARYLAND 70-75, AND TO WASHINGTON COLLEGE 70-74. THE JAYS WERE LED BY RUNNER KEVIN MURPHY, HURDLER MIKE FAUNTLEROY AND WEIGHT MAN STEVE LAYTON.

MARSHALL TURNER’S VARSITY GOLFERS FINISHED TENTH IN THE MASON-DIXONS AND WON ONLY ONE MATCH, DEFEATING JUNIATA 9½-8½. SENIOR CAPTAIN WIN SMITH AND BOB HENDRICKS WERE THE SQUAD’S ONE AND TWO MEN.

FRESHMAN TEAMS HAD FINE SEASONS, AS A GOOD GROUP OF FROSH ATHLETES HERALDED A RENAISSANCE IN HOPKINS SPORTS.

BOB SCOTT’S FOOTBALL TEAM ENDED UP 4-0, THE FIRST TIME IN EIGHT YEARS A JAY FRESHMAN GRID SQUAD HAS GONE UNDEFEATED. TOP PLAYERS WERE QUARTERBACK JIM CALLI AND HALFBACKS JOE COWAN (A TREMENDOUS PUNTER) AND TOM SCHAUER, A HUGE — BY HOMEWOOD STANDARDS — LINE HELPED MATTERS CONSIDERABLY.

THE FROSH SOCCER TEAM, LED BY TOM ALMQUIST AND WES BACHUR, HAD BUT A 2-3-1 SEASON, BUT GRADUATES OF THAT TEAM ARE EXPECTED TO DO MUCH FOR THE VARSITY NEXT YEAR. THE CROSSCOUNTRY TEAM WAS 1-2 IN DUAL MEETS, BUT FORREST CHUMLEY, WHO LED THE JAY FINISHERS IN EACH MEET, IS GOOD VARSITY MATERIAL.

IN THE WINTER, BARRETTE’S BASKETBALL TEAM WON TEN STRAIGHT BEFORE LOSING TO DREXEL’S UNDEFEATED FRESHMEN, AND FINALLY FINISHED WITH AN 11-2 LOG. CALLI, WITH AN 18-POINT AVERAGE, JOE CARLTON AND MIKE SULLIVAN WERE TOP PLAYERS. FRESHMAN WRESTLING WENT 4-1, AND WAS PACED BY, AMONG OTHERS, RICK SWARTZ AND BILL HUNT.

FENCING AND SWIMMING HAD THEIR TROUBLES. THE SWORDSMEAN, AFTER A SLOW START, WERE FINALLY ABLE TO TAKE A MEET, AND THE SWIMMERS, SUFFERING FROM THE SAME GROWING PAINS AS THE VARSITY, LOST THEIR ONLY ENGAGEMENT.

THE FRESHMAN LACROSSE TEAM REVEALED SOME GREAT CANDIDATES FOR THE VARSITY TEN, AS IT COMPILLED A 4-2 RECORD WITH LOSSES ONLY TO MSA CHAMPS SEVERN AND TO THE NAVY PLEBES IN OVERTIME. JOE COWAN, WHO LOOKS TO HAVE A FINE FUTURE AT HOMEWOOD, REGISTERED TEN GOALS AND 16 ASSISTS. ATTACKMAN PHIL KNEIP, ESPECIALLY EFFECTIVE ON THE CREASE, SCORED 20 GOALS; OTHER PARTICULARLY GOOD TEAM MEMBERS WERE ATTACKMAN DONNY MCCARTY AND MIDDIES BOB CARTER AND WES BACHUR.

SAM CASE’S FRESHMAN BASEBALL TEAM LOST ITS FIRST THREE GAMES, BUT FINISHED WITH AN EVEN RECORD BY TAKING THE FINAL THREE. FROSH GOLF, AT THE MERCY OF THE WEATHER AND A COMPLICATED MSA SCHEDULE, ONLY MANAGED ONE MATCH, BUT IN IT, BEAT BALTIMORE JUNIOR COLLEGE 11-7.
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CLARK

The Men of Clark had a most successful year in '64-'65, undisputedly dominating the freshman quad with twice as many parties and three times as many bands. They led the social scene for the entire year. They were well endowed with jocks as well as studs. The frosh athletic trophy slipped from their grasp only through a forfeit by a loser to a lesser.

But what were these men like? Who were these wonderers that contributed so much? Well . . .

On the first floor there was Tim and his phone Bill, Tom, who should have been a gam, hairless Gene, "surf is up" Matt, cool and clean Roger, cool and dirty Jack, Bill's lizard, the fleagmobile, Pat moss, Jock, Julian, Intent Alan, Jack the B.M.O.C. at Madison, and Bob with his home-style Gibson.

On the second and most studious floor, there was Mr. Roehrle, Baby Bob, studious Bruce, Ira the supporter, Noisy Tom, shy sandwich Wally, Romping Surge, Larry of the great neck, Mafia Joe, who could E.S.P., Humming Gumm Stick, Jon, who really didn't care what kind of an average he got, Buddha, the Bod, Tiny's guitar, Loveable Hock, Star Volley ball player Pete, and the Super Ghoul.

The third floor, by far the filthiest and closest to the expected insanity, was comprised of Sober Goff, Billy Boston the sandwich man, alias Goldenfish, Sober Dave, Jerry, who was caught trying to convince the fellows that he was Serious, James, our linguistic leader and known for "showing hair". Silent Kent, Marshall, alias Linda Pierce's secret love, Dashing Dave Dickens, Sandy, who exhibited certain Zulu tendencies, Webster, who was known to commute to Ellicot City. Brucie, Tennessee, Tater, Rick, the hypnotist, Eric and his herd, Dapper Rich, and power-hungry Dave, who thinks he is.

Great men in a great house in a great year, and lest we forget, special honors go to Skip, our guardian angel and patron of certain committees. Thank God for little things.
GILDERSLEEVE

Life will never be the same for the fifty-one men who once inhabited Gildersleeve House. Starting with the first week of orientation, they did their best to notify the world of their arrival. Mike Stern and Robie Davidson easily retained the house's title as the "Champion Drinking House on Campus." Others happily contributed to the effort, among them were Tom Schauer and Llyodie-Poo.

Suffering only two casualties, for non-athletic reasons, mostly academic, Gildersleeve swept the fall BIA competition. Moving into other areas of endeavor, the house united to elect one of its boys to the class presidency. All was not rosy; however, as two men were put down by their best girls, one from afar and the other in a small drinking duel.

By Thanksgiving, most of the men of Gildersleeve had successfully invaded the local female seminars. While the "Mount" seemed to have the greatest attractions for the second floor, the first and third floors believed in spreading their affection wherever the getting's were best. Those hardest up were forced to get their thrills from the high school crowd which haunted the movie mixers.

It would be unfair not to mention the academic triumphs of the house. Reflecting the true diversity of this university, Gildersleeve could boast of producing averages that spread from among the highest to the lowest in the class. Both the successes and the failures must be attributed to the stimulating atmosphere of the house. Notorious "ghouls" such as Bill Salyer and Chuck Rhodes pulled fantastic averages, while Joe Carlton slept through most of the year and still managed to make the honor roll.

The academic atmosphere at Hopkins combined with a little old fashioned ornery-ness gave birth to a curious type of individual known as the "throat," personified to an extreme in Greg Meyer. He laid rubber all over Baltimore by day and then pulled innumerable all-nighters to make him the champion chem throat.

Other attractions were Harry-Keed, the Sam Sneed of the second floor, K.C. and his juggling act, Marc and his autographed portrait of Gamel Abdel Nasser, and John Moorhead, the only Gildersleeve man to spend time in the cooler for getting caught. The genteel south was amply represented in the persons of Bill "Beeeastly" and Bob Benton, Mistah Benton set the house record for travel during the first semester, clocking over 5000 miles in just four months. He attempted to beat his own mark but decided finally that the sunny climate of Calcutta could not improve upon our beloved Maryland.

The men of Gildersleeve can be grateful for the times they shared together. Lloyd, in spite of being such a lush proved to be a very illuminating character. The generosity of John D. Bernstein III was bestowed upon many. Privileged were the people who made the trip with Den-Den out to Ken's each night, traveling at 85 MPH, privileged to still be alive. A few of the men spent long hours staying up with the house chaplain, he needed it.

What more can be said about the men of Gildersleeve who will forget their parties and the "Hayride?" Why would Harriet come into the rooms at 8:00 (Hey Felia! ya want ya sheets changed?? Why couldn't Berk be as tolerant about the great shaving cream fights as Andy? They all spent the best year of their lives in this place. They stuck together; now they are gone.
HOPKINS SHALL ALWAYS BE INDEBTED TO GRIFFIN FOR RECOGNIZING THE TRUE AESTHETIC VALUE OF THE CULTURE (HALF HOUR AND ITS PROMULGATION OF THE SHINDIG GOSPEL). MANY OF THE MORE STAUNCH VIEWERS COULD EASILY BE FOUND DILIGENTLY WORKING TOWARD THEIR DEGREES IN SNACKBAR SCIENCE. ALSO, THERE WAS THE INEVITABLE RUSH TO GREENMOUNT DURING THE SECOND WEEK OF EVERY MONTH TO SEE IF THE LATEST ISSUE OF PLAYBOY WAS ON THE STANDS.


IN THE CATEGORY OF HOUSE HEROES WE FIND SUCH NOTABLES AS BOB NEWHERT, MAUDE FRICKE RIT, GUS JOHN-SON, THE STONES, AND, OF COURSE, BOBBY SHERMAN. OTHER ACTIVITIES RANDED FROM TREKING ALONG THE WELL WORN PATH FROM GRIFFIN TO UNION MEMORIAL (CARRYING WOUNDED COMRADES), TO RENTING CARS FROM NATIONAL, TO CHANTING SCOTT BLACK AD NAUSEUM IN THE DORMS AND DINING HALL.

ALSO, WHAT ABOUT THOSE ENDEARING EPIPHETES, KILLER, BREADMOLD, NAT SQUIRE, PHANTOM (1 AND 2), SEMI THE FACE, AND OF COURSE, THE FAT FOUR-EYED NEANDERTHAL ... PERSON. ALL SERIOUSNESS ASIDE THOUGH, GRIFFIN HOUSE AS A WHOLE, NOT TO MENTION INDIVIDUALS, DISTINGUISHED ITSELF IN EVERY FIELD THROUGHOUT THE YEAR. THERE WERE FERAZANO AND CALLI IN SPORTS AND RE-INSCH, GUBA, AND SIENKIEWICZ IN POLITICS. THEN, TOO, GRIFFIN CAN BOAST REPRESENTATION IN TWELVE FRATS; THE GAMINALS AND ELMO'S ELITE BEING THE ONLY UN-GRACED EXCEPTIONS.

JAY BUCKLEY, AFFECTIONATELY KNOWN AS "EIGHTY-TWO INCHES OF DIRTMEAT," WAS OUR HOUSEMASTER AND HE SERVED US WELL AS COUNSELOR, COACH, FRIEND, CHAUFFEUR, HEARTS PLAYER, NOT TO MENTION BEING THE BIGGEST EASTER BUNNY IN THE WORLD. TOO BAD WE HAD TO LOSE HIM TO HIS BLONDE ROOMMATE.

ALTHOUGH THE BODY MAY DECAY, EACH OF US KNOWS IN HIS HEART THAT HERBERT'S FLAME LIVES ON. SURVIVING HIM, AND HERE AT MY SIDE, IS HERBERT'S BELOVED WIFE, SNACK BAR MARY, WHO HAS ACCEPTED THE MANY GIFTS WHICH HAVE FLOWED IN FROM ALL THE CORNERS OF THE WORLD. THESE INCLUDE: ONE LACROSSE BALL—DONATED BY KENNETH NIEJADLIK; ONE BROKEN G STRING—GREG NOVIK; ONE COPY OF THE COOKBOOK, "2500 WAYS TO MAKE MEAT LOAF"—RICK ROSKER AND DAVE MILLSTONE; ONE LOCK OF SIDEBURN HAIR—MAC McCOE; ONE JEEP—ROBERT KAISER; ONE COPY OF "THE RED BADGE OF COURAGE"—DON BACHELLOR; ONE COPY OF "THE MAKING OF THE PRESIDENT 1964-65"—PAUL COLEVAS AND BILL ANGRICK.

THESE AND MANY OTHER FINE GIFTS ARE TESTAMENTS TO A GREAT MAN STRUCK DOWN AT THE PRIME OF HIS LIFE BY A SIEGE OF JUNGLE ROT (INCURRED AT HIS LAST INTERVIEW WITH ALBERT SCHWEITZER ON THE OCCASION OF MR. SCHWEITZER'S 150TH BIRTHDAY). THEY HELP REMIND US OF HERBIE'S GRACIOUSNESS AND WILLINGNESS TO LISTEN TO OUR PROBLEMS. HERBIE ONCE SAID: "THE DOOR TO MY ROOM WILL ALWAYS BE OPEN"; AND IT ALWAYS WAS. WE KNEW THAT IN OUR MOMENTS OF PRISTINE PLEASURE, WE COULD COUNT ON HEARING THE PITTER-PATTER OF HERBIE'S FOOTSTEPS AS HE EAGERLY ASCENDED THE STAIRS AND ASKED IF HE TOO COULD PARTICIPATE IN OUR SIMPLE JOYS. MOREOVER, IF WE LOOKED PARTICULARLY HAGGARD HE WOULD OFTEN SUGGEST A MIDNIGHT STROLL IN THE QUAD, OR AN OCCASIONAL TRIP TO THE LIBRARY. YES, OF THESE AND MANY OTHER THINGS ARE WE REMINDED TONIGHT . . . . SO REST IN PEACE, HERBERT PHILIPS, REST IN PEACE.

ART PEIANADO, BOB GUEST, AND JOHN AUSTEN JOCKED OUT FOR THE FROSH FOOTBALL TEAM. THE REST OF THE HOUSE JUST JOCKED, BUT NOT TO DWELL ON THE CULT OF THE STRAP, IN THE TYPICAL HOPKIN$ SPIRIT WE MAKE HASTE TO PASS ON TO MORE IMPORTANT MATTERS. HAVING RAVISHED MARY HASTE HASTE, WE DABBLED OUR FINGERS IN OTHER PURSUITS. OUR FIRST AND ONLY PARTY REALLY ROCKED, ESPECIALLY FOR THOSE THIRTY-FOUR NOT PRESENT . . .


OTHER NOTES: HONOR? DID PFERD AND PEIANADO REALLY MEAN TO RAVISH THE SQUIRREL? LAUTERBACH MUSCLED OUT; IBNA GROSSED OUT; C. KATEE HAYES WAS USUALLY OUT; CHANG HONORED OUT; GUEST AND MUTHA CARTER ARE CUTTING OUT, AND THE WHOLE OF JENNINGS PLANS TO BE WIPED OUT . . .

LAZEAR HOUSE ENDED THE 64-65 YEAR IN A FLAME OF GLORY BY DISBANDING ITSELF FOREVER, THANKS TO CAREFUL PLANNING AND LIMITLESS COMPETENCE IN SHRIVER. THE YEAR WAS VERY SUCCESSFUL FOR LAZEAR, WITH GREAT ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN ATHLETICS AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS. ALL HOUSE OFFICERS DID A GREAT JOB, RICK ALLAN AS PRESIDENT, JIM BOWMAN AS PRESIDENT OF VICE, GEORGE E. M. HANES AS ALL TIME ALL-STAR ATHLETIC DIRECTOR, BOB PRYOR AS SOCIAL CHAIRMAN EXTRAORDINARY, AND BOB KNAUFF AS TREASURER.

LAZEAR ESTABLISHED A NEW RECORD FOR HIGH TOTAL B.I.A. ATHLETIC POINTS IN A YEAR; THE HANES-LED LAZEAR ATHLETIC CLUB WENT UNDEFEATED IN THE DORMITORY LACROSSE LEAGUE. PARTICIPATION IN ALL ATHLETIC EVENTS WAS HIGH, BOTH AS TEAM MEMBERS AND SPECTATORS. AS ITS FINAL ATHLETIC TRIUMPH, LAZEAR MANAGED TO PROVIDE EACH HOUSE WITH BASKETBALL, FOOTBALL, SOFTBALL, AND BAT, WITH LITTLE HELP FROM THE D.S.R.C.


THE THIRD FLOOR IS OUT OF IT. ST. JOHN LIKES LACROSSE SO MUCH HE SLEEPS WITH HIS STICK IN HIS HAND. TIRED OF DORM FOOD, RUE LOOOS EATS OUT DAILY. JIM BOWMAN — A GOOD HOUSE MOTHER. BOB VERNSTEIN IS THE GREAT WINDOW MAN. LANN SHIPLEY NEEDS A RIDE FROM BISHOP ROAD. LEADER OF THE FOUR FLAMES AND FLAME OF THE YEAR IS TOM O'NEIL.

BARRY FARBER IS O'NEILL'S AUDIENCE AND SHADOW. BUD AND SANDY ARE ALWAYS TOGETHER. VIRGIN STURGEON BEATS EVERYBODY IN HEARTS. BOB KNAUFF GETS A CUP AS ATHLETE OF THE YEAR. THE CLOVERLEAF AWARD FOR SEVEN STRAIGHT WEEKS WITHOUT A DATE GOES TO JOHN HIGHBY. THE MOLE AND RICH, LUIS'S FRIENDS, CAUGHT HIM RED HANDED. SCORCH ROGER IS THE PHANTOM FOR THE THIRD YEAR IN A ROW. BOB PRYOR HAD THE LEFT LOVER AT THE STARLIGHTER.

FOR LAZEAR, THAT WAS THE YEAR THAT WAS.
"ROYCE HALL, WHO IN THE HALL DO YOU WANT?" AND THERE WAS MUCH IN ROYCE TO WANT AND DO. ATHLETIC CHAIRMAN JOE MARX LED US IN OUR QUEST TO RETIRE THE ATHLETIC TROPHY FOR THE THIRD STRAIGHT YEAR. WE STARTED WELL, TAKING THE FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP. FLINGING PHIL LOADED THE AIR WITH FOOTBALLS, AND LEADS AND FRANK HAULED THEM IN. WE MIGHT NOT HAVE HAD THE MOST EXPERIENCED WRESTLERS, BUT WE ENTERED EVERY WEIGHT CLASS AND CAME AWAY WITH FIRST PLACE—WITH JACK LOOMIS THE 123-POUND CLASS DORM CHAMP.

WE ENTERED ALL THE INTRAMURALS, FORFEITING NO CONTESTS, BUT WE FOUND THAT OUR GUTS DIDN'T ENTIRELY MAKE UP FOR OUR LACK OF SIZE AND SPEED. WE GAVE LAZAR A GOOD FIGHT FOR THE TROPHY DESPITE THE FACT THAT SOME FROM ROYCE WERE VARSITY ATHLETES AND COULD NOT PARTICIPATE—KILPATRICK, SOPKA, LOOMIS, HOPWOOD, SHERMAN, SPALINGER, SMITH, TOMASULO, LINFORS, SORIANO, AND LINTON, WITH MANAGERS SCHNABEL, SAPERSTEIN, AND SMITH. CAL "THE WEISBERGER-SHOT" SAVED US IN LACROSSE. "THE GREAT WHITE WHALE" SAVED US IN SWIMMING.


AFTER KILLER SHOWED THE WHOLE HOUSE HOW TO LIFT 500 HUNDRED POUNDS, INDIVIDUALLY, WE GOT DOWN TO SOME CONCENTRATED WARRING. THE KITTY WARS RAGED FOR SEVERAL WEEKS—THE TRIUMPH CAME TO THE LOYALISTS HAVING THE SUPPORT OF THE ROYCE AIR FORCE, PILOTS CHASE AND HANK, AND THE ELABORATE BUT SUCCESSFUL WAR PLANS OF COLONEL LINTON. COMMUNICATIONS WERE HANDLED BY PECOR AND REINESS. THEIR ROOM WAS NEAR THE PHONE, NATURALLY. ROYCE HOUSE DESERTERS TAKE WARNING AND GAS.

DESPITE ALL THE FIREWORKS AND REVELRY, WE EVEN GRADUATED A FEW SENIORS: CAMPBELL, SORIANO, LINTON, MARX, KILPATRICK, AND LEADBETTER. GOOD LUCK TO ALL.
HI-YO-GE-BAWK-AWAY. LORD CHUMLEY RIDES AGAIN. LED BY PRESIDENT BOB SCHERMER, WITH THE FASTEST GREEN BOTTLE IN THE WEST AND HIS FAITHFUL CUBAN COMPANION RAOUl, LAW AND ORDER (?) PREVAILED IN OLD SYLVESTER. AVERAGES, ATHLETIC, AND ATTITUDES OFTEN WENT DOWN UNDER THE MASKED RIDER'S HOOFs, BUT CHUMLEY SPIRIT WAS MAINTAINED.

THROUGH HER HALLOWED PORTALS PASSED SOME OF THE MEANEST HOMBRES OF THE OLD WEST. DICKIE LANE, THE YOUNGEST DIRTY OLD MAN IN CHUMLEY HISTORY; HARV MAHAN, GOUCHKIN-HOPPER, PHI BETA KAPPA, AND BASKETBALL STAR SUPREME; LARRY STEARNS, THE ONLY MUSTACHED MIDWIFE ON HOPKINS HOSPITAL RECORD; BRUCE HANSON, THE LITTLEST HUMMER, STAR OF FRISBEE, FROSTBURG, AND PHONE BILLS; JIM CASTALDO, CAR RENTAL AND COUNCILING SERVICE—CLAP, CLAP, CLAP; AND JIM FORESTER LACROSSE FLASH AND ANOTHER PHI BETA KAPPA.

THE DOORS OF THE CHUMLEY SALOON SWUNG FREELY AT HOUSE PARTIES, ESPECIALLY AFTER THE GIRLS HAD LEFT AND YOUNG SCHOOL MARMS WERE OCCASIONALLY SEEN GETTING OFF AT THE CHUMLEY DEPOT. PETE AND WALT KEPT CHAINS ON THEIR DOORS, SUPPOSEDLY TO KEEP THESE YOUNG BEAUTIES OUT, WHILE HANS AND RAOUl JUST LOCKED THEIR DOORS. KNUT KONGLEBECK, ONE OF THE REAL CHUM-LEGS-ENDS, WAS VICTIM OF BOTH THE SALOON AND THE FEMALES, BUT HE STILL MANAGED AN OCCASIONAL HOUR WITH THE BOOKS.

OVER AT THE CHUMLEY LUNCH ROOM, SAIKELY AND JAMIL WON THE ENDEARING LOVE OF BILL COLOQUHOUN, WHILE BRAD ROTHKOPI WON THE SECOND FLOOR JOHN AWARD. BRUCE KIRK WATCHED AN OCCASIONAL T.V. PROGRAM, WHILE JIM KASKIN WAS CHUMLEY'S MEMBER ON THE HONOR COMMISSION.

ROCKY AND ROGER SOLVED THE WORLD'S PROBLEMS, AS ONLY AN ENGINEER COULD AT ONE IN THE MORNING; VAN CLARK RAN ACROSS COUNTRY FOR THE GLORY OF THE HOP; MILES WOLFF AND OTHERS TRIED TO DRAW LISTENERS FOR THAT NEW-FANGLED INVENTION, THE WIRELESS OR WJHU; AL BESSE SAW THE LIGHT AND WAS MAKING HIS GETAWAY ON THE FIRST STAGE OUT OF TOWN FOR VPI; BILL STALLINGS STRUMMED HIS GUITAR FOR THE PLEASURE OF ALL WITHIN EARSHOT (HE ALSO SANG); AND CHRIS WAS PASSING THE LATEST FAD ALONG TO MANY A MAN (?) OF SYLVESTER, THE BEER BELLY.

OCTOBER: "WHO'S THE GUY IN 202? I KNOW HE'S MOVED
IN BUT I HAVEN'T SEEN HIM YET!" "NOBODY HAS, MAY-
BE HE DOESN'T GO TO SCHOOL HERE."

NOVEMBER: "WE NOW HAVE THE DISTINCTION OF DEFAULT-
ing ON ALL OUR FOOTBALL GAMES."

DECEMBER: "THERE ARE STILL GUYS ON THE THIRD FLOOR
I HAVEN'T MET YET." "I SAW ONE SITTING IN THE
LOUNGE LAST NIGHT. AT LEAST HE CLAIMED HE
LIVES HERE."

JANUARY: "WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO A.T.O., ANYWAY?"

FEBRUARY: "YOU MEAN WE ACTUALLY HAVE A BASKETBALL
TEAM?"

MARCH: "WHAT DO YOU SAY WE HAVE A HOUSE PARTY
DURING THE BIG WEEKEND?" "WHO THE HELL WOULD
COME?" "ME AND YOU, FOR A START. I THINK I COULD,
ANYWAY."

APRIL: "YOU MEAN WE'RE WINNING OUR LACROSSE
GAMES?"

MAY: "NO KIDDING; A HOUSE YEARBOOK!"

THE EMPHASIS IN VINCENT HOUSE IS ON VARIETY, BOTH
IN THE HOUSE ACTIVITIES AND THE STUDENTS WHO IN-
HABIT THE HOUSE WITH THE PHANTOM FIRST FLOOR.

AS FOR HOUSE ACTIVITIES, A SNOWBALL FIGHT EVERY TIME
WEATHER PERMITTED WITH ANOTHER HOUSE, WEEKLY "SPIRIT
HOUSING" PARTIES, A SECOND FLOOR DOOR-CLOSING PA-
TROL, INFORMATIVE NIGHTLY POPULAR MUSIC PROGRAMS
PIPED THROUGH THE WALLS, A TELEPHONE SOCIETY, A DE-
BATE PROGRAM DEPENDENT ON FREE TIME, A T.V.
WATCHING GROUP, A STUDENT ACCOMMODATIONS SERVICE
BETTER KNOWN AS THE "HOPKINS HILTON"; AND A WEAP-
ONS ASSOCIATION. OF COURSE, THE HOUSE CARRIES ON
THE TYPICAL ACTIVITIES TOO SUCH AS A BANQUET AND
SOCIAL FLING WITH NUMEROUS PROGRAMS ON THE PLANN-
ing BOARD. THE HOUSE HAS ALSO RALLIED TO FIGHT COM-
MON DISASTERS SUCH AS THE WATER FLOOD OF "MARCH
28" AND THE "HEAT PROBLEM" OF "FEBRUARY 21".

VINCENT HOUSE IS AN "INDIVIDUALIZED" HOUSE OF 27 IN
WHICH A VARIETY OF MAJORS ARE PRESENT. WE HAVE TYPES
LIKE AN ELECTRONICS PILOT, A FELLOW GOING A LONG
WAY FROM HOME, A CUSTOM CLOTHED TAYLOR, A TOLL-
PAYING TRAVELLER, A WALKER, A HANSEN ECONOMIST, A
SMALL HORN; A BIG POHL; A BLAVELT-TIAN THEOLOGIAN,
AND A BENSINGER-ON-CAMPUS. ALESSIO, BOUCHELLE, IRVINE-
STROBEL, AND WIRTH ARE OUR SPORT-MINDED PARTICIPANTS
WITH LOU STEIN KEEPING UP WITH THE LATEST SPORTS DOPE.
OTHER VALUABLE HOUSE ASSETS INCLUDE KARL MARTZ, A
MOLNAR, CARD-SHARP TUCKER, B.S. MCCORMICK, GUITARIST
SCHANK, PREMED "BOB" CIRINCIONE, "DIRECTOR" SHULL,
SMITHBURG BUHRMAN, T.V. SMITH, LOUIS J.B., AND D.P.
PODOLNY.

WHAT A HOUSE WHOSE MOTTOS ARE, "QUID IN INFERNO
ACCIDET ULLO MODO" AND "POST PROELIO URNA".

VINCENT
THE YEAR 1964-1965 WAS A YEAR OF TRANSITION FOR WILLARD HOUSE. WHILE THE ACADEMIC SILENCE OF THE SECOND FLOOR WAS INFILTRATED BY A CLUSTER OF HARD-CORE HACKERS, THE THIRD FLOOR RESONATED IN SYNCHRONY WITH A 30-CYCLE RUMBLE FROM DAVIS'S "APPLIANCE" (AT 75 DECIBELS IT COULD RATTLE A MEDICINE CABINET), THE DINGY, YELLOW STAIRWELL ECHOED WITH AMAZING REGULARITY TO THE SHRILL BATTLE-CRIES OF A RED-BLOODED TEXAN UNLEASHED UPON THE EAST, AND A BLACK SHE-CAT FROM PECORA'S PATROLLED THE GUTTER OVERLOOKING THE QUAD, CHANGES OF A FAR MORE SIGNIFICANT NATURE CAME TO PASS.


ALTHOUGH PRESIDENT FROGGIE SPENT MUCH TIME WITH B.I.A., HE CAME IN HANDY WITH ROOM PROBLEMS. TAKE THE GREAT SWITCH BEFORE SECOND SEMESTER. MOVE SCHCOLNIK TO MURPHY, MILES TO DELCOTTO, STOWELL TO BITTICK, AND FRAZIER TO IRGENS, CHICKMATE! (ALL IN ONE DAY, TOO!) OR "MUSICAL ROOMS" (OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE FLAME GAME) WHEN IT CAME TO CHOOSING ROOMS FOR NEXT YEAR.

TO PUT A FINAL CAP ON THIS GREAT TIME, WILLARD DISTINGUISHED ITSELF IN POLITICS. TED DRIESCH'S ROOM WAS CAMPAIGN HEAD QUARTERS FOR VICTORIOUS BOB BITTICK AND PETE FINLAY.

THEN, TOO, WE HAVE THE PERSONAL LIVES OF EACH "KEY" HOLDER IN THE HOUSE CLUB: DAN SCHCOLNIK ENJOYED 'ROUND THE CLOCK ANSWERING SERVICE, FLAMER USED THE WHITE SAAB UNTIL HE BOUGHT HIS OWN- IN KIT FORM. BRUCE FISHER LEARNED- YEA, VERILY- IT IS MORE BLESSED TO GIVE THAN TO RECEIVE (WET WILLIES, THAT IS.). KEVIN MURPHY FOUND HE COULD GET A GOOD, CLOSE SHAVE IN THE LOUNGE AT THE END OF A LONG DAY. THE ONLY BLACK MARK OF THE YEAR CAME WHEN WE HAD TO SAY GOODBYE TO A SINCERE FRIEND AND SPORTSMAN, KEN KUDO. WE WILL MISS HIM.

THIS HAS BEEN OUR YEAR. WE'VE LIVED IT AND ENJOYED IT, WE CAN ONLY IMAGINE WHAT WILL HAPPEN IN '66. LOOK OUT, HOPKINS, HERE COMES WILLARD!
THE ORGY BOYS RETURNED FROM LAST YEAR HAVING BEEN SECOND IN THE DORMS ACADEMICALLY. DETERMINED TO WIPE OUT THIS STIGMA, THE HOUSE WAS QUICKLY ORGANIZED INTO THREE DISTINCT UNITS. THE FIRST FLOOR TOOK OVER THE HOUSE IMBIBING RESPONSIBILITIES, THE SECOND FLOOR MAJORED IN LECHEY, WHILE THE THIRD FLOOR WAS CONVERTED INTO A HOBBY SHOP. STEVE BLISS WAS ELECTED PRESIDENT ON THE RAILROAD TICKET AND ACTIVITIES COMMENCED.

THE YEAR'S EFFORTS IN ATHLETICS WILL LONG BE REMEMBERED. MEL ULMER, OUR HOUSE JOCK, IS TO BE COMMENDED FOR HIS VALIANT ATTEMPTS TO ORGANIZE TEAMS IN THE FACE OF OVERWHELMING APATHY. INSTRUMENTAL IN OUR BRILLIANT FOOTBALL SEASON WAS JIM FLORIN, WHO WAS NOTABLE IN HIS OFF-TACKLE RUNS AND OFF-COLOR REMARKS TO THE REFEREES.

BARRY COVER LED THE DORM LEAGUE IN SCORING DURING THE BASKETBALL SEASON. ARTIE RUDICK AND PETE PALADIN WERE OUTSTANDING IN THE AQUATIC MISSILE THROW. BARRY PAXTON IS CONGRATULATED FOR HIS HUSTLE, HE CAME IN FIRST IN THE DINNER LINE FOR TWO CONSECUTIVE WEEKS.

WILSON REACHED A PEAK IN ITS SEASON WHEN IT PARTICIPATED IN A 29-0 VICTORY IN SOFTBALL OVER LAZEAR AND MANAGED TO FINISH OUT OF THE CELLAR FOR THE SECOND STRAIGHT YEAR. THE SKATEBOARD TEAM CONFISCATED THE LIBRARY WALK FOR A BEER CAN SLALOM AND THE TEAM TOOK TO THE PAVEMENT DETERMINED TO BEAT THE NAVAL ACADEMY. TEAM MEMBERS BOB HARRIS, GREG SZAL, ARCHIE BRYANT, GERRY MUNSON, JANON EMBURY, AND JAY AMSHEY WERE DISAPPOINTED WHEN THE MIDDIES DID NOT SHOW.

MANY OTHER ACTIVITIES WERE ENGAGED IN BY THE WILSON PERSONALITIES. INDIVIDUAL COKE CONSUMING HONORS GO TO BOB LANGDON. THE HOPKINS JOHN VOCAL AWARD GOES TO MIKE GLASGOW. MOST ETHNIC WAS DAVE (JUST A LITTLE SIP) KAUSS. GARY GERATH WAS AWARDED THE BALLANTINE TROPHY. OUR CONTRIBUTION TO THE ART WORLD WAS MANAGED BY DAVE SCHOLLMAN, WHILE LOWELL HOXIE PLUNGED INTO HIGH FINANCE.

DAVE CURTIN MADE RORSARCHS, LARRY MERTZ MADE PHONE CALLS, JOHNNY BRIDGES MADE GADGETS, AND LARRY GRISWOLD MADE TIME. MOST MUSICAL HONORS GO TO MAL KNAPP ON THE WASHTUB BASS AND EDDY HOWARD ON THE BASS DRUM—NOT MUCH MELODY, BUT A LOT OF RHYTHM. STEVE RHOADS WON THE ADONIS MEDAL FOR THE MOST TIME SPENT IN THE HALL NAKED. DREW NICCOLINI WAS HOUSE RACKATACK CHAMPION. JOHN (THE SOUTHWEST WILL RISE AGAIN) MACCLAY WAS HOUSE POLITICO.

THE WOOD HOUSE NOISE MAKING TEAM WILL FACE A CRISIS NEXT YEAR WITH THE LOSS OF SOME KEY MEMBERS. HORVATH IS OFF TO MEDICAL SCHOOL WHERE THE SMELL OF HIS UNUSUAL NOISE WILL BE LESS OBVIOUS. PELLOCK WILL CONTINUE TO HOPE TO THE SOUND OF HIS ACCORDION, BUT IT WILL NO LONGER BE HERE. NOR WILL JERRY "THE SCREAMER" VERLIN'S MELODIOS CLARINET. WE WILL MISS THOSE FUNNY WEEKEND SOUNDS COMING FROM BOB SALIE'S ROOM, AND NOT TO BE FORGOTTEN ARE PIEN'S CALLS TO PAPA, AND THE SOUND OF DEMITT'S FEET RETURNING FROM THAT LONG TREK TO THE B&M. BUT PERHAPS OUR GREATEST LOSS WILL BE DAVID—POUND FOR POUND HE IS THE NOISIEST MAN ON THE TEAM.

IN THE FACE OF SUCH A CRISIS THERE IS HOPE... THE ORGANIZER, THE REAL CORE OF THE TEAM WILL STILL BE WITH US. PAUL MIRANTI WILL BE RETURNING AS A GRADUATE STUDENT. WE WILL STILL HAVE SCHER WHO SINGS OFF KEY, TERRIAN WHO SINGS OFF COLOR, AND HAUSER WHO SINGS OFF BOTH. BOB "THE UGLY" MILLER WILL BE BOB "THE MARRIED" MILLER, BUT NUTTALL AND SOMMERS WILL STILL BE SINGLE. IF THIS SITUATION CAUSES HALF THE NOISE NEXT YEAR THAT IT DID THIS YEAR, WE WON'T BE HURTING. JESTEADT'S NOISY FRIENDS CAN STILL CRASH OUR PARTIES, RANDALL CAN STILL LAUGH, AND STINSON CAN CONTINUE TO PERFORM ON THE SECOND FLOOR BANISTER.

WITH ALL OF THIS RETURNING TALENT, WE CAN HOPE NEXT YEAR FOR SOME OF THE SAME NOISY GOOD TIMES OF THE LAST, AND THOSE GOOD TIMES WERE MANY. THE HOUSE MEETING WHERE EVERYONE DID NOT DECIDE WHICH ROOM THEY WOULD BE IN, THOSE SECOND SEMESTER HOUSE PARTIES (ACCOMPANIED BY THE NOISE OF BROKEN GLASS, OF COURSE); THE DRUNKS IN JONE'S ROOM, AND MIRANTI'S POST-CHRISTMAS DISAGREEMENT WITH BEIN. OF COURSE IT WILL BE DIFFICULT TO IMPROVE ON SUCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS, BUT WITH A LITTLE EFFORT AND A LOT OF NOISE THERE IS HOPE. SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT INCLUDE EARMUFFS FOR WEBER AND MC CABE, ANOTHER INVITATION FROM DISCENZA TO MRS. VAN NORMAN TO ATTEND A HOUSE MEETING, AND WINNING INTRAMURAL ATHLETIC TEAMS.

NEXT YEAR SHOULD ANSWER SOME VERY IMPORTANT QUESTIONS. WILL JERARDI, ROWNY, AND GROSS TRIUMPH IN VARSITY ATHLETICS? WILL KIT MARTIN'S SECRET MEETINGS WITH HIS ANNAPOLIS FRIENDS CONTINUE? WILL DOUG TELL RELENT AND BECOME A PRE-MED? WILL LOONEY, UMBREIT AND WHITEHEAD EVER MAKE IT TO A HOUSE MEETING? ONLY TIME WILL TELL.

OUR BEST WISHES TO OUR DEPARTING SENIORS. DEMILT, VERLIN AND MIRANTI ARE BOUND FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL, HORVATH AND BEIN TO MEDICAL SCHOOL, SALIE WILL BE TEACHING, AND PELLOCK IS UNDECIDED (UPON).

SPECIAL THANKS GO TO OUR FIRST SEMESTER PRESIDENT ROBIN HENDRICKS, SECOND SEMESTER PRESIDENT WALT JESTEADT, SECRETARY-TREASURER GREG BENKOVIC (AND HIS STRONG MAN ZIEGLER), AND ATHLETIC CHAIRMAN MIKE DEMILT. ALSO WE SHOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE THE SMOLEYS ON THEIR NEW BABY, AND THANK THEM FOR NOT COMPLAINING ABOUT THE NOISE.
ROBERT ELIAS AGUS; 7906 WINTERSET AVE, BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES.

RICHARD SEETH ALLAN; 5 HILL ST., LIVINGSTON, N.J.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; YMCA STUDENT CABINET; PRELEGAL SOCIETY. YOUNG DEMOCRATS; VARSITY BASEBALL; FRESHMAN BASEBALL.

DAVID HARRIS AMLER; 39 OXFORD RD., WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; INTRAMURALS.

BRUCE LOWELL ANDERSON; 1748 E. 83 P.L., CHICAGO, ILL.; ENGINEERING; TAU BETA PI; ETA KAPPA NU; POLITICAL ECONOMY HONOR SOCIETY; UNIVERSITY BAND; INTRAMURALS.

JOHN ARTHUR ANDREWS; 1640 CHILTON ST., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES.

JOHN PAUL ANHALT; 18250 BIRCHCREST, DETROIT, MICHIGAN; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA DELTA PHI.

WESLEY CHAPPELLE AVERA; 85 N. LONG BEACH AVE., APT. 10, FREEPORT, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI KAPPA PSI; RECORDING SECRETARY; PRELEGAL SOCIETY.

JOSEPH CHARLES BAGSHAW; 59 CEDAR ST., GALLIPOLIS, OHIO; ARTS AND SCIENCES; SIGMA PHI EPSILON; VARSITY FOOTBALL; FRESHMAN BASEBALL; VARSITY TRACK; FRESHMAN TRACK.

SALIL KUMAR BANERJEE; 11/2 ULTADANGA RD., CALCUTTA, INDIA; ENGINEERING; STUDENT COUNCIL; VARSITY SOCCER.

VINCENT W. BANKOWSKI; 3774 EDNOR RD., BALTIMORE; ENGINEERING; ETA KAPPA NU.

SAMUEL JOSEPH BARISH; 3135 JOHNSON AVE., BRONX, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA EPSILON PI; AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS; BIA; BOOSTER CLUB; GLEE CLUB; INTRAMURALS.

ANTHONY LEWIS BARNET; 110 ELK AVE., NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; WJHU BRIDGE CLUB; INTRAMURALS.

JOHN WHITNEY BARR; AREA VII JUDICIAL OFFICE, APO 46, NEW YORK; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA TAU OMEGA; SECRETARY; STUDENT COUNCIL; SAC; COTTILLION BOARD; BLUE KEY SOCIETY; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; WRESTLING; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL.

CHARLES A. BARRETT; 2907 ST. PAUL ST., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES.

MICHAEL A. BAUMANN; 69 BOGERTS MILL RD., HARRINGTON PARK, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA TAU OMEGA.

WILLIAM HENRY BECKER; 203 FOREST DRIVE, CUMBERLAND, MD.; ENGINEERING; TAU BETA PI; VICE PRESIDENT; ETA KAPPA NU; VICE PRESIDENT; IEEE; GLEE CLUB; BUSINESS MANAGER; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; INTRAMURALS.

RICHARD EDWARD BENSINGER; 3632 APPLETON ST., WASHINGTON, D.C.; PHI KAPPA PSI; HISTORIANS; ALPHA EPSILON DELTA; PI DELTA EPSILON; PSI CHI; DSRC; PRESIDENT J.B.; CHAIRMAN; BIA; HULLABALOO; PHOTO EDITOR; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; SOCCER; FRESHMAN SOCCER; FRESHMAN LACROSSE; INTRAMURALS; WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.

HARVEY JOEL BERGER; 5706 ROCKSPRING RD., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES.

ALAN LEE BERMANN; 511 HIGHLAND AVE., MALDEN, MASS.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI EPSILON PI; SECRETARY; ODK; DELTA PHI; APHA; COTTILLION BOARD; CHAIRMAN; BOOSTER CLUB; SECRETARY; FRESHMAN GOLF; INTRAMURALS; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL.

HERBERT BETTER; 3704 CLARINTH RD., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI BETA KAPPA; ODK; H CLUB; TREASURER; FOOTBALL; FRESHMAN FOOTBALL; LACROSSE; FRESHMAN LACROSSE.

JOHN KIMBERLY BIRD; 102 TAPLOW RD., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS; YOUNG REPUBLICANS; WJHU; ASTRONOMY CLUB; GOUCHER COLLEGE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA.

WILLIAM DAVID BLAIR; 2406 CREST RD., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS; PHYSICS CLUB; SECRETARY; MATH CLUB; INTRAMURALS.

THEODORE STEVENS BLISS; 826 PINETREE RD., LAFAYETTE HILL, PA.; ARTS AND SCIENCES.

RONALD ALLEN BLOCK; 6612 AMLEGH RD., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; FRESHMAN FOOTBALL; INTRAMURALS.

HOWARD MARSHALL BLOOM; 7419 SHIRLEY RD., BALTIMORE; ENGINEERING; ETA KAPPA NU; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; FRESHMAN FENCING.

ANDREW CHARLES BOCKNER; 10 STONE WALL LANE, MAMARONECK, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI KAPPA PSI; NEWSLETTER; GENETICS JOURNAL CLUB; UNIVERSITY CHOIR; INTRAMURALS.
CARL PRESCOTT BON TEMPO; 138 GREEN ST., HOPEDALE, MASS.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA DELTA PHI; IFC. SECRETARY; CO. TILLION BOARD; SECRETARY; NEWSLETTER; H4U CALENDAR; FRESHMAN BASEBALL.

MARK ELIOT BORINSKY; 3224 FALSTAFF RD., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; DELTA PHI ALPHA.

STEPHEN LYLE BORST; 24 ASPEN COURT APT 4, BUFFALO, N. Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS; ASTRONOMY CLUB; GOUCHKIN-HOPPERS; VARSITY FENCING; FRESHMAN FENCING.

RICHARD DANA BOWER; 379 MEADOWBROOK AVE., RIDGEWOOD, N. J.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI GAMMA DELTA; H CLUB; FOOTBALL; BASEBALL; LACROSSE.

ROBERT MELVIN BOWERS; 3003 CHRISTOPHER AVE., BALTIMORE; ENGINEERING; AIEE-IRE; IEE; AMATEUR RADIO CLUB; FRESHMAN FOOTBALL.

ERWIN BRUDER; 1609 ONAWAY RD., SHAKER HEIGHTS, OHIO; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA EPSILON PI; TREASURER; POLITICAL ECONOMY HONOR SOCIETY; VARSITY FENCING INTRAMURAL.

JEFFREY EDWARD BURTAIN; 1 LILLY AVE., BEACH HAVEN PARK, N. J.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; VARSITY SOCCER; FRESHMAN SOCCER, COCAPTAIN.

CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL; 3413 THORNAPPLE ST., CHEVY CHASE, MD.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; TAU EPSILON PI.

JAMES WILLIAM CAMPBELL JR.; BOX 236, OLNEY, MD.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS; NEWMAN CLUB; FRESHMAN SOCCER; FRESHMAN GOLF.

RALPH A. CANN III; 5 CUTHBERT RD., PALMYRA, N. J.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; DELTA EPSILON PI; TREASURER; SAC. CHAIRMAN; IFC; BLUE KEY SOCIETY; VICE PRESIDENT; H CLUB; VARSITY FOOTBALL; FRESHMAN FOOTBALL; FRESHMAN BASEBALL; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL; WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.

HOWARD SAUL CAPLAN; 2214 SOUTH RD., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI EPSILON PI; FRESHMAN LACROSSE.

THOMAS E. CAREW III; 1521 BARBOUR RD., FALLS CHURCH, VA.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; DEBATE COUNCIL; WJHU; INTRAMURAL.

HARVEY CARMEL; 6507 SHELBRICK PL., BALTIMORE; ALPHA EPSILON PI; PRESIDENT; IFC.

STEPHEN IRWIN CARTON; 12 STEWART AVE., ANNAPOLIS, MD.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA EPSILON PI.

RICHARD WOLFE CASNER; 206 OVERDOCKEE RD., POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI KAPPA PSI; INTRAMURAL.

JOHN A. CHAMBERLAINE JR.; 100 LINDEN AVE., METUCHEN, N. J.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; TAU EPSILON PI.

DAVID ROSS CHANOFF; 2253 N. 51 ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; TUDOR AND STUART CLUB; BLUE KEY SOCIETY.

JONAH REUBEN CHURGIN; 92 PINEHURST AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI BETA KAPPA; PI SIGMA ALPHA; PRESIDENT; YOUNG DEMOCRATS; YOUNG REPUBLICANS.

JOEL RALPH CIBBERTI; 4 ARCH ST., SCHENECTADY, N. Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI GAMMA DELTA; BIOLOGY CLUB; VARSITY BASEBALL; FRESHMAN FOOTBALL; FRESHMAN BASEBALL.

JAMES FRANCIS CLARK; 5407 LINWOOD DR., WASHINGTON, D.C.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; BETA THETA PI; H CLUB; VARSITY FOOTBALL FRESHMAN FOOTBALL; VARSITY BASEBALL.

RUSSELL CLEVEN COILE; 82 BOX 180, SEVERNA PARK, MD.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI KAPPA PSI.

WILLIAM REID COLOQUHOUN; 25 FOXWOOD DR., STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT; ARTS AND SCIENCES; VARSITY TENNIS; FRESHMAN TENNIS.

MICHEAL COMENETZ; 240 AVE. F., PITTSBURGH, PA.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI BETA KAPPA; DELTA PHI ALPHA; AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS.

ROBERT ANTHONY CONTI; 2043 MONTOUR ST., CORAOPOLIS, PA.; ENGINEERING; AIE.

ANTHONY PATISON COOK; 124 CIRCLE DR., HASTINGS-ON-HUDSON, N. Y.; ODK; PI DELTA EPSILON; GREAT GRAND MOMO; BLUE KEY SOCIETY; 1974 HULLABALOO; EDITOR; NEWSLETTER; CONTRIBUTING EDITOR; GLEE CLUB; UNDERGRADUATE LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE; INTRAMURAL; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL; T. G. SOCIETY; WHO WAS WHO.

RONALD A. COONIN; 3900 GARRISON BLVD., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; HOPKINS BAR ASSOCIATION; PI DELTA EPSILON; HULLABALOO; ASSOCIATE EDITOR; NEWSLETTER; COMPOSITION EDITOR; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL.
ROBERT BRUCE FISHER III; STANSBURY MILL RD., PHENIX, ARIZONA; ENGINEERING; ASME.
LUIN PERRY FITCH JR.; 16 DEVON RD., DARIEN, CONN.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI BETA KAPPA; POLITICAL ECONOMY HONOR SOCIETY; YOUNG DEMOCRATS.
KENNETH R. FLOWERS; 123 MONTGOMERY AVE., NORRISTOWN, PA.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA TAU OMEGA; IFC; BLUE KEY SOCIETY; H CLUB; VARSITY BASEBALL; CAPTAIN; FRESHMAN BASEBALL; FRESHMAN BASKETBALL; WHO’S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.
JAMES WILFORD FORSTER; 2936 BRICE RD., AKRON, OHIO; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI BETA KAPPA; ALPHA EPSILON DELTA; WJHU; NEWS-LETTER; INTRAMURALS.
BARRY MICHAEL FOX; 19 WISCONSIN AVE., MASSAPEQUA, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI BETA KAPPA; ALPHA EPSILON DELTA; HONOR COMMISSION; BLUE KEY SOCIETY; FRESHMAN SOCCER; FRESHMAN BASEBALL.
GARY HAROLD FRANKFORD; CHERRY HILL APTS., CHERRY HILLS, N.J.; PHI SIGMA DELTA; BLUE KEY SOCIETY; VARSITY TENNIS.
RUDOLPH M. FRANKLIN; 212 SWARTHMORE RD., LINDEN, N.J.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA DELTA PHI; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE.
DONALD EDWARD FREEDMAN; 309 GRANT AVE., WOODMERE, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI EPSILON PI, PRESIDENT; IFC; PRELEGAL SOCIETY; FRESHMAN LACROSSE.
CLAUDE TEDDY-HUGO FRIEDMANN; 11602 FAIRFIELD, DETROIT, MICH.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI BETA KAPPA; HONOR COMMISSION; JSA; FRESHMAN SOCCER.
STANLEY THOMAS FRYE; 1239 PEACH GROVE LA., VISTA, CAL.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI GAMMA DELTA.
DAVID CHASE GAKENHEIMER; 306 PROVIDENCE RD., TOWSON, MARYLAND; ENGINEERING; TAU BETA PI; TREASURER; PI TAU SIGMA; PRESIDENT; ASME; POLITICAL ECONOMY HONOR SOCIETY.
M. TYLER GATCHELL; 1 HARVEST RD., BALTIMORE, ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA DELTA PHI; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; FRESHMAN TENNIS.
JOSEPH GARY GERATH; 60 BOONE TRAIL, SEVERNA PARK, MD.; ENGINEERING; IEEE; H CLUB; VARSITY FENCING; INTRAMURALS.
SALVATORE JOSEPH GIARDINA; 2220 DALWOOD RD., TIMONIUM, MD.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI GAMMA DELTA; ODK; PRESIDENT; H CLUB; PRESIDENT; VARSITY LACROSSE, CO-CAPTAIN; VARSITY FOOTBALL; WHO’S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.
GERARD HOWARD GIZINSKI; 4500 RASPE AVE., BALTIMORE; ENGINEERING; AICHE.
JOHN HENRY GLASCOCK; 76 LITTLE FALLS RD., CALDWELL, N.J.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI KAPPA PSI; STUDENT COUNCIL PRESIDENT; IFC; H CLUB; VARSITY WRESTLING; INTRAMURALS; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL; WHO’S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.
WILLIAM VINCENT GLENN, JR.; 804 E. 16 ST., FALLS CITY, NEBRASKA; ARTS AND SCIENCES; GLEE CLUB; VARSITY GOLF; FRESHMAN GOLF.
ROBERT NATHAN GOLDBERG; 22 ROCK SPRING RD., STAMFORD, CONN.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI LAMBDA UPSILON; ALPHA PHI OMEGA; YOUNG DEMOCRATS; FRESHMAN FENCING.
JOEL ARNOLD GOLDSTEIN; 5016 DENMORE AVE., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; VARSITY LACROSSE; VARSITY BASKETBALL; VARSITY FENCING; FRESHMAN FENCING.
RAYMOND TYRE GORDON JR.; OLD COURT RD., PIKESVILLE, MD.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; VARSITY LACROSSE; VARSITY BASKETBALL.
RONALD EUGENE GRANGER; 331 E. UNIVERSITY PKWY., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA PHI OMEGA; FRESHMAN GOLF.
SAADIA R. GREENBERG; 1631 JONQUIL ST., WASHINGTON, D.C.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PI SIGMA ALPHE; YOUNG DEMOCRATS; VICE-PRESIDENT, RECORDING SECRETARY; JSA; EXECUTIVE COUNCIL.
KENNETH M. GRUNDFAST; 465 E. 18 ST., BROOKLYN, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ZETA BETA TAU; HISTORIAN; BLUE KEY SOCIETY; JSA; PRESIDENT; NEWS-LETTER; BUSINESS MANAGER; WJHU; FRESHMAN TRACK; WHO’S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.
JONATHON ROGERS HARLOW; 77 WELLES DR., NORTH NEWTINGTON, CONN.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; DELTA PHI; PRESIDENT; IFC; PRESIDENT; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL.
THOMAS JEROME HARTKA; 3018 ECHODALE AVE., BALTIMORE; ENGINEERING.
JAMES PAUL HAUCK; GIRDLETREE, MD.; ENGINEERING; AICHE; PRESIDENT; PERSHING RIFLES; SCABBARD AND BLADE.
FRANK JOSEPH KOUGL; 1906 WILLOW SPRING RD., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES.
KIRBY G. KRAMER; 4 ARLINGTON PL., HAVERTHILL, MASS.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHIL GAMMA DELTA; FRESHMAN LACROSSE; INTRAMURALS.
DAVID STEVEN KURK; 14 COLGATE RD., GREAT NECK, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA PHI OMEGA; TREASURER; UNIVERSITY BAND; PRELEGAL SOCIETY.
RICHARD W. KURDMANN; 416 THE PLAZA, RIVERDALE, N.J.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; INTRAMURALS.
RICHARD HARRIS LANE; 510 S T. N. HUMBOLDT, IOWA; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ODK; YMCA CABINET; PRESIDENT; YOUNG DEMOCRATS; VICE PRESIDENT; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL; WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.
JAMES CORNELIUS LANGDON; RTE. 2 BOX 93, EDGERTON, MD.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; UNIVERSITY BAND; UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA.
ALLEN WILLIAM LEADBETTER; 4816 LESLIE AVE., S.E. WASH., D.C.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; DELTA PHI ALPHA; PHI LAMBDA UPSILON; DSRC; UNIVERSITY BAND; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; FRESHMAN FOOTBALL; INTRAMURALS.
H. DAVID LEEDER; 71-07 170 ST., FLUSHING, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; SIGMA ALPHA; PRELEGAL SOCIETY; YOUNG DEMOCRATS; VICE PRESIDENT; MARYLAND FEDERATION COLLEGE YOUNG DEMOCRATS; VICE PRESIDENT.
ARNOLD L. LEHMAN; 450 PENNSYLVANIA AVE., FREEPORT, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; DELTA PHI; ODK; PI DELTA EPSILON; LEAST GRAND MOMO; HONOR COMMITTEE; BLUE KEY SOCIETY; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; HULLABALOO, CO-EDITOR; CHANNELS EDITOR; CHARLES STREET REVIEW, EDITOR; WILLIAM BAEN MEMORIAL TROPHY; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL; WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.
MATTHEW HENG LIANG; 711 BELLE TERRE AVE., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ODK; HONOR COMMITTEE; STUDENT COUNCIL; VICE-PRESIDENT; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; UNDERGRADUATE LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL; WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.
RUSSELL R. LILLISTON JR.; 48 HEADLY TERR., IRVINGTON, N.J.; ENGINEERING; ASME; INTRAMURALS.
LEONARD MARBURY LINTON; 17 DELAWARE DR., WESTON DR., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; VARSITY BASEBALL; FRESHMAN BASEBALL; INTRAMURALS.
ARTHUR JAY LOMANT; 107 PENNSYLVANIA AVE., MT. VERNON, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; YMCA; INTRAMURALS.
THOMAS BLAISE LONEGRO; 1504 BURNWOOD RD., BALTIMORE; ENGINEERING; KAPPA ALPHA; AIIE; VICE PRESIDENT; INTRAMURALS.
CLARENCE D. LONG III; 1015 BOYCE AVE., RUXTON, MD.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; SCABBARD AND BLADE; PERSHING RIFLES; RIFLE TEAM.
RICHARD BROOKE LYNCH; 104 MARTINGALE RD., LUTHERVILLE MD.; ENGINEERING; SIGMA PHI EPSILON; ASME; INTRAMURALS.
MICHEAL JOSEPH MACGREGO; 403 HOLLAND RD., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ODK; PSI CHI; SCABBARD AND BLADE; CAPTAIN; BLUE KEY SOCIETY; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; CHAIRMAN; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL; WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.
ROBERT J. MACNAUGHTON JR.; 3123 ARLE ST., CHARLOTTE, N.C.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; DELTA PSI EPSILON; VICE PRESIDENT; ODK SECRETARY; HONOR COMMITTEE; BIA; VICE PRESIDENT; H CLUB; VARSITY FOOTBALL, CO-CAPTAIN; FRESHMAN FOOTBALL; VARSITY BASEBALL; FRESHMAN MEN'S TRACK; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL; WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.
HEBER MACWILLIAMS III; CHURTON, MD.; ENGINEERING; IEE; TREASURER; NEWMAN CLUB; BARNSTORMERS; WJHU; INTRAMURALS.
ARCHIE MARVIN MAHAN; 10 MILLGROVE GARDENS, EDNOR, MD.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI BETA KAPPA; GOUCHSHIN HOPPERS; H CLUB; VARSITY BASKETBALL; VARSITY TENNIS.
HERBERT JAY MANDL; 329 EASTERN AVE., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; DELTA PHI ALPHA; JSA.
HOWARD MANILOFF; 3430 PARK HEIGHTS AVE., BALTIMORE; ODK; PI DELTA EPSILON; COSE; HOPKINS BAR ASSOCIATION; NEWSLETTER, CO-EDITOR; UNDERGRADUATE LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE; CHAIRMAN; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL; WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.
MICHEAL W. MARLIES; 805 E. 35 ST., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; HULLABALOO.
JOSEPH VINCENT MARX; 10 ROGERWAY, LA VALLE, MD.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; DSRC; JUDICIAL BOARD; BIOLOGY CLUB.
MAX GARRETT MASON; 406 S. CHAPEL LA.; BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI LAMBDA UPSILON.
PHILIP T. MAY JR.; 5771 LIVINGSTON RD, S.E., WASHINGTON, D.C.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PRELEGAL SOCIETY; YOUNG DEMOCRATS; UNIVERSITY BAND; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL.

TERRANCE J. MCCORMICK; 1910 WOODLAND WAY, HAGERSTOWN, MD.; ENGINEERING; IEEE; RADIO CLUB; NEWMAN CLUB.

CHARLES M. MCINTYRE; Rte. 1, SALISBURY, MD.; ENGINEERING; DELTA EPSILON; TREASURER; IFC; VARSITY BASEBALL.

JOHN ALAN MCCLACHLAN; 111 WALL ST, WILMERTON, PA.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA TAU OMEGA; BLUE KEY SOCIETY; VARSITY FOOTBALL; CO-CAPTAIN; WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.

DALE MITCHELL MEYERS; 4206 56 AVE, BLADENSBURG, MD.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI BETA KAPPA; YOUNG REPUBLICANS.

DEAN MICHAEL MEYERS; 1111 EASTVIEW AVE, BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; GOUCHIKIN HOPPERS; JOHN DAME WHEELERS.

LEE MARK MIDDLEMAN; 3715 GLEN OYLE AVE, BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA EPSILON PI; PHI BETA KAPPA; TAU BETA PI; PRESIDENT; ODK; PI TAU SIGMA; VICE-PRESIDENT, TREASURER; DELTA PHI ALPHA; AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS; ENGINEERS CONTROL BOARD.

DAVID ALLAN MILLER; 309 CHERRY HILL BLVD, CHERRY HILL, N.J.; ENGINEERING; IEE; ALPHA PHI OMEGA; PRESIDENT; AMATEUR RADIO CLUB; INTRAMURALS; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL.

ANDREW J. MINKOWSKI; 724 COLORADO AVE., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; DELTA PHI.

STEPHAN LARRY MINTZ; 2121 RUTAN ST, ADELPHI, HILLS, MD.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; TAU EPSILON PHI, VICE-PRESIDENT; SECR ETRY; PHI BETA KAPPA; AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS; ASTRONOMY CLUB.

PAUL JOSEPH MIRANTI; 126 BENTLEY AVE., JERSEY CITY, N.J.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; YMCA; NEWMAN CLUB.

GARY E. MOORE; 3807 3 AVE, BEAVER FALLS, PA.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA DELTA PHI, PRESIDENT; SECRETARY; ODK; PI DELTA EPSILON; TUDOR AND STUART CLUB; IFC; HANDBOOK EDITOR; NEWSLETTER; CO-EDITOR; ASSOCIATE EDITOR; NEWS EDITOR; CHARLES STREET REVIEW; EDITORIAL BOARD; UNDER GRADUATE LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE; FRESHMAN TENNIS; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL; WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.

JOHN GARLAND MOORE; WOOLFORD, MD.; ENGINEERING; KAPPA ALPHA; AIEEE.

CHARLES EDWARD MORRISON; 827 CIRCLE DR., BILLINGS, MONTANA; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI BETA KAPPA; POLITICAL ECONOMY HONOR SOCIETY.

DAVID RUBY MYERS; 2305 JULIE LA. LAUREL, MD.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS; GLEE CLUB; GOUCHER HOPKINS MADRIGAL SINGERS; INTRAMURALS.

ERNST HENRY NEELS; 3416 PARKLAWN AVE., BALTIMORE; ENGINEERING; IEE; PERSHING RIFLES; GLEE CLUB.

NICHOLAS WOODS NOON; 11 PARK PLACE, SHORT HILLS, N.J.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA DELTA PHI, PRESIDENT; SECRETARY; ODK; PI DELTA EPSILON; TUDOR AND STUART CLUB; IFC; HANDBOOK EDITOR; NEWSLETTER; CO-EDITOR; ASSOCIATE EDITOR; NEWS EDITOR; CHARLES STREET REVIEW; EDITORIAL BOARD; UNDER GRADUATE LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE; FRESHMAN TENNIS; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL; WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.

MARTIN BRIAN O'CONNELL; 48 MEADOW ROAD, BRADFORD, CONN.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; SIGMA PHI EPSILON; IFC; PRE-LEGAL SOCIETY; NEWMAN CLUB; VARSITY BASEBALL; INTRAMURALS.

GARRETT MITCHELL ODELL; 20 CEDAR LA., NEW CANAAN, CONN.; ENGINEERING; BETA THETA PI; TAU BETA PI; PI TAU SIGMA; FRESHMAN LACROSSE; FRESHMAN SOCCER; INTRAMURALS.

RICHARD MEREDITH OWENS; 4912 PINE TREE DR., MIAMI BEACH, FLA.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PRE-LEGAL SOCIETY; SWIMMING; FRESHMAN SOCCER; FRESHMAN GOLF.

RICHARD EMIL PAGANO; 1594 FRONT ST., EAST MEADOW, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; AMATEUR RADI O CLUB; VICE-PRESIDENT; TREASURER; UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA.

JOHN CHARLES PARMIGIANI; 3712 YOLANDA RD., BALTIMORE; ENGINEERING; KAPPA ALPHA; VICE-PRESIDENT; TREASURER; IFC; AIEEE; PRESIDENT; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; NEWMAN CLUB; FRESHMAN LACROSSE; INTRAMURALS.

MART PEEP; 830 PONCA ST., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES.

JOHN MICHAEL PELLOCK; 69 MIDWOOD RD., GLENROCK, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA PHI OMEGA; VICE-PRESIDENT; SGA; TREASURER; NEWMAN CLUB; UNIVERSITY BAND; FRESHMAN FENCING; INTRAMURALS; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL.

HEIKO ERNST PENSEL; 329 COLONIAL BLVD., COLONIA, N.J.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI KAPPA PSI; PRESIDENT; ALPHA PSI OMEGA, DELTA PHI ALPHA; CLASS OF 1966; SECRETARY; YOUNG REPUBLICANS; TREASURER; YOUNG AMERICANS FOR FREEDOM; BARNSTORMERS; PRESIDENT; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL.

FRANCIS D. PIEN; 1406 DYER AVE., CINCINNATI, OHIO; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI BETA KAPPA; ALPHA EPSILON DELTA; INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP; INTRAMURALS.
RICHARD DAVID PIZER; 217 NORMANDY DR., SILVER SPRINGS, MD.; DELTA PHI ALPHA; PI LAMBDA UPSILON; POLITICAL ECONOMY HONOR SOCIETY.

LAWRENCE CHARLES POLLOCK; 2704 ORCHARD LA., PENN RATING.; PHI EPSILON PI; ASME; BUSINESS AND SCIENCES; PHI DELTA PI; ECONOMY HONOR SOCIETY.

NICHOLAS V. POLKETA; 748 HAMILTON LA., WATERBURY, CONN.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; TUDOR AND STUART CLUB.

DAVID POTTER; A DEARBORN DR., CAPE ELIZABETH, MAINE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; HULLABALOO; FACULTY EDITOR.

DAVID JAMES QUEEN; 360 GREENLOW RD., CATONSVILLE, MD.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; DELTA PHI ALPHA.

HARRY DENNIS RAKER; 600 WOODBINE AVE., BALTIMORE; ENGINEERING.

STEVEN HILL REYNOLDS; 95 LAUREL HILL RD., MOUNTAIN LAKES, N.J.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI DELTA PI; TREASURER; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; TAU BETA PI; HONOR CLUB; VARSITY FOOTBALL.

ROBERT D'ORIGNY RIEFFEL; 18 AVENUE VALMONT APT. 65, LAUSANNE, SWITZERLAND; ARTS AND SCIENCES; DELTA PHI DELTA; TAU BETA PI; CAPE ELIZABETH, MAINE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; TAU BETA PI; HONOR CLUB; VARSITY FOOTBALL; UNDERGRADUATE LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE.

FREDERICK BARRY ROSOFF; 295 MY CONCOURSE AVE., N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; YMCA CABINET; YOUNG DEMOCRATS; PRESIDENT; PRELEGAL SOCIETY; UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA; WJHU; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL.

CARL D. ROSENBUM; 6650 YALE PL., PHILADELPHIA, PA.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP.

GERALD GORDON RUARK; 2623 PURNELL DR., BALTIMORE; PI SIGMA ALPHA; SCABBARD AND BLADE; HOPKINS BAR ASSOCIATION; NEWS LETTER; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL.

RICHARD ROY RUBIN; 8910 SENECA LANE, BETHESDA, MD.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI EPSILON PI; TUDOR AND STUART CLUB; HONOR COMMITTEE; VICE-CHAIRMAN; RECORDER; BLUE KEY SOCIETY; BUREAU OF CAMPUS OPINION; CHAIRMAN; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; HOPKINS FOR UNDERGRADUATES COMMITTEE; HULLABALOO; SENIOR EDITOR; UNDERGRADUATE LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL; WHO'S AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES; T. G. SOCIETY.

ROBERT GEORGE RUBIN; 518 44 ST., NEW YORK, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ZETA BETA TAU; SECRETARY; VARSITY GOLF.

INDULAL K. RUGHANI; BOX 169, BLANTYRE, MALAWI; ARTS AND SCIENCES; YMCA; INTRAMURALS.

TIMOTHY S. RUPPALT; 201 CRESTVIEW RD., BALTIMORE; ENGINEERING; PERSHING RIFLES; INTRAMURALS.

SCOTT RUTHERFORD; 3710 GREENMOUNT AVE., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA TAU OMEGA; YOUNG REPUBLICANS; INTRAMURALS.

WALTER THOMAS RYMZO JR.; 754 43 ST., BROOKLYN, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI GAMMA DELTA; BARNSTORMERS; H CLUB; VARSITY LACROSSE; VARSITY WRESTLING; INTRAMURALS.

ROBERT DOUGLAS SALIE; 23 ORCHARD LA., NORWOOD, MASS.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; SDC; NEWMAN CLUB; VARSITY BASEBALL; FRESHMAN BASEBALL.

WILLIAM DAVID SAUERS; 3223 HARTFORD RD., ORANGE, CAL.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI GAMMA DELTA; YOUNG REPUBLICANS; INTRAMURALS.

JEFFREY EARL SAYRE; 688 CORAL COURT, LOS ALTOS, CAL.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI DELTA PI; CORRESPONDING SECRETARY; TUDOR AND STUART CLUB, COTILLION BOARD; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; BARNSTORMERS.

MARK PAUL SCHER; 9701 EAST LIGHT ST., SILVER SPRINGS, MD.; ENGINEERING; TAU BETA PI; PI TAU SIGMA; SECRETARY; ASME; POLITICAL ECONOMY HONOR SOCIETY; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; INTRAMURALS.
ALAN BRUCE STEINWALD; 4415 SEDGWICK RD., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI GAMMA DELTA; CLASS OF 1965; VICE-PRESIDENT; BOOSTER CLUB; GLEE CLUB; VARSITY LACROSSE; FRESHMAN LACROSSE; VARSITY FOOTBALL; FRESHMAN SOCCER.

ROGER GREEN STEWART, 2819 63 AVE., CHEVERLY, MD.; ENGINEERING; ETA KAPPA NU; IEEE; YMCA; INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP; YOUNG REPUBLICANS; ASTRONOMY CLUB; UNIVERSITY BAND.

GLENN C. SVENNING, 7 GEORGIAN L.A. DARIEN, CONN.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI KAPPA PSI.

JACOB M. TABAK, 6804 CROSS COUNTRY BLVD., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI LAMDA EPSILON; JSA.

SHERMAN W. TIECHMAN, 2911 31 AVE., LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA EPSILON PI; VICE-PRESIDENT; SECRETARY; STUDENT COUNCIL; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; DEBATE COUNCIL; COSMOPOLITAN CLUB; H CLUB; VECTOR; VARSITY FENCING; CAPTAIN; FRESHMAN FENCING; FRESHMAN LACROSSE; FRESHMAN SOCCER.

WILLIAM J. TIERNEY III, 125 MARLBUTH AVE., TOWSON; ARTS AND SCIENCES.

EUGENE LAWRENCE TIMINS, 132 GREGORY AVE., WEST ORANGE, N.J.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; TAU BETA TAU; PRESIDENT; IFC; BLUE KEY SOCIETY; SECRETARY; WJHU; FRESHMAN BASKETBALL; INTRAMURALS.

PAUL STEPHEN TISCHLER, 1327 UNION ST., SCHENECTADY, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ZETA BETA TAU; PRESIDENT; IFC; BLUE KEY SOCIETY; SECRETARY; WJHU; FRESHMAN BASKETBALL; INTRAMURALS.

JOHN ROBERT TKACH, 3423 LORING ST., OFFUT AFB, NEBRASKA; ARTS AND SCIENCES; TAU EPSILON PHI; WJHU.

CHARLES F. TOEWE, 1560 GRASSHOPPER RD., HUNTINGDON VALLEY, PA.; ENGINEERING; SIGMA PHI EPSILON; WJHU.

GILBERT ELIHU TOLL, 2123 76 AVE., PHILADELPHIA, PA.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ZETA BETA TAU; SECRETARY; PRELEGAL SOCIETY; WJHU.

PETER ALBERT TOMASULO, 3900 LOCH RAVEN BLVD., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; SWIMMING.

DENIS HOWARD TYRAS, 504 UNQUA RD., MASSAPEQUA, N.Y.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; BETA THETA PI; PHI KAPPA KAPPA; DELTA PHI ALPHA; BOOSTER CLUB; FRESHMAN FOOTBALL; INTRAMURALS.

MELVILLE PAUL ULMER, 6605 LITTLE FALLS PKWY., FALLS CHURCH, VA.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; PHI KAPPA KAPPA; VARSITY CROSSCOUNTRY; FRESHMAN CROSSECOUNTRY; FRESHMAN WRESTLING.

JAN STEPHEN VANGROV, 1901 TENNYSON AVE., DAYTON, OHIO; ARTS AND SCIENCES; WJHU; INTRAMURALS.

ROBERT JOHN VERGNANI, 721 27 ST., UNION CITY, N.J.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; SIGMA PHI EPSILON; PRESIDENT; NEWMAN CLUB; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; INTRAMURALS.

JOSEPH FRANCIS VIGLOTTI, 531 WILLIAMSON LA., SPRINGFIELD, PA.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; BETA THETA PI; DELTA PHI ALPHA; VARSITY FOOTBALL; VARSITY WRESTLING; CO-CAPTAIN.

JOHN WAYNE WAGENER, 2008 RAMBLEWOOD RD., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA DELTA PHI; WJHU; RIFLE TEAM; FRESHMAN GOLF.

VERNON VINCENT WALATKA, 322 IMLA ST., BALTIMORE; ENGINEERING; TAU BETA PI; PHI LAMBDA UPSILON; TREASURER; AICHE; PRESIDENT.

ALFRED SOLOMON WALDSTEIN, 214 COL. BELL RD., BROCKTON, MASS.; ARTS AND SCIENCES.

THOMAS WALKER JR., 3725 PATTERSON AVE., BALTIMORE, ARTS AND SCIENCES.

SAMUEL W. WARBURTON JR., 23 FOREST RD., WAYNE, PA.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA DELTA PHI; PRESIDENT; PHI BETA KAPPA; DELTA PHI ALPHA; IFC; BLUE KEY SOCIETY; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL.

ROGER FRANK WATTENDORF, 27 QUAI D'ANJOU; PARIS 4 EME; ARTS AND SCIENCES.

CHARLES CRAIG WEHRENBERG, 419 CHESTNUT AVE., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES.

ROGER ELLIS WETHERBEE, 38 CENTERWOOD RD., NEWINGTON, CONN.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; DSRC, JUDICIAL BOARD; GLEE CLUB; INTRAMURALS.

JAMES BENJAMIN WHITE JR., RFD 3 BOX 89, CENTREVILLE, MD.; ENGINEERING; ALPHA TAU OMEGA; SCABBARD AND BLADE; IFC; BOOSTER CLUB; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE.
JOHN DUDLEY WILCOX JR.; 142 CLUB RD., STAMFORD, CONN.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA TAU OMEGA; STUDENT COUNCIL; SECRETARY-TREASURER; BLUE KEY SOCIETY; SAC; ORIENTATION COMMITTEE; INTRAMURALS; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL.

ALAN MITCHELL WISEMAN; 4107 STANFORD ST., CHEVY CHASE, MD.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ZETA BETA TAU, VICE-PRESIDENT; PRELEGAL SOCIETY; FRESHMAN BASEBALL; INTRAMURALS.

MILES HOFFMAN WOLFF JR.; 833 N. ELM ST., GREENBORO, N.C.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ODK; WJHU, STATION MANAGER, PROGRAM MANAGER; YMCA HANDBOOK, EDITOR; VARSITY BASKETBALL; INTRAMURALS; VARSITY KEY AND SEAL; WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.

ALLEN J. WOLMAN; 10616 CAVALIER DR., SILVER SPRINGS, MD.; ARTS AND SCIENCES; ALPHA EPSILON PI; AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS; BOOSTER CLUB.

JAMES BIAYS YOUNG; 592 GUNPOWDER RD., WHITE MARSH, MD.; ENGINEERING.

BERNARD ELIHU ZELIGMAN; 2310 SOUTH RD., BALTIMORE; ARTS AND SCIENCES; FRESHMAN LACROSSE; INTRAMURALS.
COMMENCEMENT
J. ALBERT ADLER
MR. & MRS. STEWART ALLAN
CHARLES ALLEGRENE
DR. AND MRS. AMEDURI
JAMES E. ANHALT, M.D.
MR. AND MRS. FRANK A. ARMIGER, SR.
MR. AND MRS. MARTIN A. BACHELLER
MR. AND MRS. M. F. CARLTON
MR. AND MRS. SAUL CARMEL

DR. AND MRS. DANIEL CASNER
MRS. R. C. CHANDLER
MRS. M. MILLER CHAPMAN
MR. AND MRS. FRANK G. CHARSHEE
V. E. CHILDERS
MR. AND MRS. PETER N. CHOPORIS
MR. AND MRS. JOHN W. CHOTT
MR. AND MRS. AUGUST J. CHURCH
MR. AND MRS. FRANCIS K. CLAUSEN
MR. AND MRS. THOMAS L. COLLINS
MR. AND MRS. F. W. CONRAD, SR.
MR. AND MRS. FRANK H. GAFFORD
MR. AND MRS. FRANK J. GARRETT
MR. AND MRS. ROBERT J. GATENBEE

COMMANDER AND MRS. HENRY D. FELTON
MR. AND MRS. MELVIN L. FINE
MR. AND MRS. ROBERT H. FORBES
MR. AND MRS. DANIEL L. FREY
MR. AND MRS. REINHOLD A. FRYE
MR. AND MRS. FRANK H. GAFFORD
MR. AND MRS. FRANK J. GARRETT
MR. AND MRS. ROBERT J. GATENBEE

COLONEL AND MRS. JOSEPH A. GERATH, JR.
MR. AND MRS. MILTON G. GERSICK
MR. AND MRS. A. V. GIARDINA
HOWARD J. GIZINSKI
MR. AND MRS. JOHN GLASCOCK
MR. AND MRS. W. SHELTON GLASGOW
DR. AND MRS. WILLIAM V. GLENN
HARRY L. GOLDSTEIN
MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM I. GRANDISON
MR. AND MRS. SAMUEL J. GREEN
MR. AND MRS. H. F. GREENE, JR.
ALEXANDER M. GUBA, SR.

HOUSTON DIVISION OF GUILFORDS
MR. AND MRS. WARNER A. HAASE
MR. AND MRS. JAMES F. HAINES
CAPTAIN AND MRS. F. D. HAMBLIN
MR. AND MRS. DONALD M. HANSON
MR. AND MRS. SAM S. HARA
MR. AND MRS. T. R. HARLOW
MR. AND MRS. DONALD R. HARSH, SR.
ROBERT FLORY HENDRICKS
THE HELTON FAMILY
MR. AND MRS. HENRY G. HERRELL
MR. AND MRS. JAMES I. HERSKOVIC
GALE M. HESLOP
MR. AND MRS. NOAH A. HILLMAN
MRS. ROY HOWARD
MRS. L. E. HOWLETT
MR. AND MRS. S. L. HOXIE
DR. AND MRS. WILLIAM C. HUMPHRIES
MR. AND MRS. PAUL C. IAMAS
MR. AND MRS. VESS E. IRVINE
MR. AND MRS. V. C. JELLEY
MR. AND MRS. MORGAN JOHNSTON
MR. AND MRS. THOMAS C. JOHNSON
MR. AND MRS. RICHARD L. JOHNSTON
ROBERT S. JONES
MR. AND MRS. THEODORE R. JONES
MR. AND MRS. HERBERT H. KAISER
MR. AND MRS. RAYMOND G. KASKIN
MR. AND MRS. GEORGE KATZ
MR. MORRIS KATZ
MR. SIDNEY KATZ
MR. AND MRS. STANLEY KESS
COLONEL GEORGE N. KIBLER
MR. AND MRS. CHARLES E. KING
MR. AND MRS. ARTHUR KOWELL
ARNOLD A. KRAMER
MRS. MIYAKO KUDO
MR. AND MRS. F. G. KUEHL
MR. AND MRS. THEODORE R. LAYTON
MR. AND MRS. WESLEY C. LEVECK
JUDGE AND MRS. JOHN LEWIS
MR. AND MRS. V. LIETUVIETUS
DR. AND MRS. DAVID R. LINCICOME
MR. AND MRS. PAUL O. LIPMAN
DR. AND MRS. HARRY V. LOMANT
MR. AND MRS. ROCHE L. LONEGRO
REV. AND MRS. N. W. LOONEY
MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM J. LUCAS
MR. AND MRS. HEBER MACWILLIAMS, JR.
MRS. A. M. MALICK
MR. AND MRS. JEROME MARGUILES
"AND THE WHOLE MISHPOCHA"
MR. AND MRS. JOSEPH MASICA
MR. AND MRS. PHILIP T. MAY
MR. AND MRS. JOSEPH L. MCGRAEL
MR. AND MRS. STEPHEN M. MEGINNISII
MR. AND MRS. JOHN A. MILLER
CHARLES MINDELBINDER
MILO MINDERBINDER
MR. AND MRS. I. MORELLI
MR. AND MRS. GEORGE D. MORGAN, JR.
H. M. & A. M. MOULSDALE
MR. AND MRS. CARROLL W. NEWCOMB, SR.
MR. AND MRS. MICHAEL J. NISSELSON
MR. AND MRS. JOHN P. O'CONNELL
MR. AND MRS. PAUL W. OTTO
P. MARK PARTHEMORE, JR.
MR. AND MRS. JAMES C. PATTERSON
MR. AND MRS. MICHAEL J. PELCZAR, JR.
MR. AND MRS. W. H. PHILLIPS
DR. AND MRS. JEAN PILOT
MR. AND MRS. SAMUEL PIZER
MR. AND MRS. D. S. POWERS
DR. AND MRS. ROBERT C. PRIM
LOUISE B. PUGH
MR. AND MRS. W. EARLE PURDOM
MR. AND MRS. FREDERICK A. RANDALL
MR. AND MRS. LESTER RAPOPORT
MR. AND MRS. HENRY RICKLIN
MR. AND MRS. LEON ROCHKIND
MARTY AND ROBERTA
MR. AND MRS. GEORGE F. ROEDER
MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM L. ROSENBERGER
MRS. BESSIE ROSOFF
MR. AND MRS. JOHN E. SARGENT
MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM SCHELL
MR. AND MRS. ABRAHAM L. SEMEL
MR. AND MRS. KNUTE S. SHANSER
MR. AND MRS. RONALD N. SHEA
GEORGE AND HELEN SHETTELE
MR. AND MRS. EDWARD E. SHILKRET
EDWARD L. SHILLER
MR. AND MRS. W. C. SHIVEY
MR. AND MRS. KENNETH C. SHORB
MR. AND MRS. JACOB SILVERMAN
MR. AND MRS. JOHN L. SINN
DAVID D. SKOLNICK
MR. AND MRS. CARL SMITH
MR. AND MRS. ED K. SMITH
MR. AND MRS. J. L. SMITH, SR.
MRS. NORTON L. SMITH
MR. AND MRS. ROBERT T. SMITH, JR.
MR. AND MRS. WINTHROP W. SMITH, SR.
MR. AND MRS. JOHN A. SNYDER
ROBERT I. SOMMER, M.D.
MR. AND MRS. A. B. SOMMERFIELD
MR. AND MRS. WALTER J. SOMMERS
MR. AND MRS. W. S. STALLINGS, JR.
MR. AND MRS. PAUL J. STANLEY
DR. AND MRS. IRVING J. STATMAN
& ALAN
MR. AND MRS. I. H. STEINBERG
MR. AND MRS. CHARLES T. SUETSUGU
MR. AND MRS. GERALD TAPE
MR. AND MRS. FELTON P. TARGER
MR. AND MRS. GEORGE D. TARGAN
MR. AND MRS. ALAN F. TATMAN
DR. AND MRS. MARK TEICHMAN
MR. AND MRS. ALLEN W. THOMPSON
MR. AND MRS. MITCHELL THORP
MR. AND MRS. JOHN B. TIEDER
MR. AND MRS. ROY TITUS
MR. AND MRS. WALTER L. TRIBULL
MR. AND MRS. HARRY TSUKALOS
LT. COLONEL MARK V. TYLER, SR.
SIDNEY B. UNGER
MR. AND MRS. ROBERT A. VERGNANI
MR. AND MRS. VERSON WALATKA
SYLVAN AND HERMINE WALLACH
MR. AND MRS. RAYMOND WATERMAN
DR. AND MRS. ETHAN L. WELCH
MRS. GEORGE L. WHITAKER
DR. AND MRS. FRANK J. WEBER, JR.
JAMES ENGLISH WILLIAMS
MRS. JOHN S. WIMSATT
MR. AND MRS. RICHARD J. YOUDIN
DR. AND MRS. JAMES E. ZIEGGER
COMPLIMENTS OF A FRIEND
HAVE YOU NOTICED THAT SOME OF THE FRATERNITIES HAVE NOT APPEARED IN THIS ISSUE YET? WE'LL FEAR NO MORE. HERE THEY ARE:
Alpha Delta Phi

1965

The Johns Hopkins University
THE YEAR BEGAN WITH JOHN SIPOS AGAIN WORKING AS HOUSE MANAGER. JOHN, BORN WITH A TOOL IN HIS HAND AND A BAR OF SOAP IN HIS MOUTH, STRUGGLED THROUGHOUT THE YEAR TO MAINTAIN THE EXCELLENT CONDITION OF THE MANSION. HE RECEIVED MUCH ENCOURAGEMENT FROM BROTHER SAYRE, WHO RESEMBLES A RELAXED TEDDY BEAR. GARY MOORE, POET-IN-RESIDENCE, ALSO ENJOYED WATCHING JOHN WORK.

PSEUDO-RUSH PARTIES IN THE FALL BROUGHT THREE NEW BROTHERS INTO THE FOLD. JOHN ROWE'S INTENSIVE PERSONALITY, CHUCK SHERIDAN'S INTENSIVE DESIRE, AND HENRY KORN'S INTENSIVE BODY HAVE ADDED A GREAT DEAL TO A.D.

STEVE WIEST DECided TO TRY MARRIAGE AND THEREFORE MOVED OUT OF THE HOUSE. HIS ROOM WAS TAKEN OVER BY JOE HELMS, THE MOST SUCCESSFUL A.D. AT RUSH PARTIES. THE ANNUAL OYSTER PARTY, A PURPLE PASSION PARTY, AND A CHRISTMAS PARTY HIGHLIGHTED THE FIRST SEMESTER. KOSTIA BERGMAN WAS A HIT AS THE LITTLEST SANTA CLAUSE, AND JIM FREEDMAN'S CHRISTMAS SPIRIT WAS OVERWHELMING.

THE SECOND SEMESTER BEGAN UNDER THE NEW LEADERSHIP OF RAY ('THE BONE') COPSON, REPLACING WOODY WARBURTON WHO BECAME RUSH CHAIRMAN. RUSH BEGAN ON A HIGH NOTE AS THE BROTHERS WERE ASTONISHED AT THE BEAUTY OF CARL JELLEY'S DATE. RUSH ENDED ALSO ON A HIGH NOTE AS FOURTEEN OUTSTANDING FRESHMEN PLEDGED A.D. THESE ENTHUSIASTIC PLEDGES GAVE A PARTY WHICH, ALTHOUGH QUITE UNUSUAL, WAS ENJOYED BY ALL WITH THE EXCEPTIONS OF CRAIG LEWIS AND SPOUSE.

ALTHOUGH NICK NOON DID SHINE AS CO-CAPTAIN OF THE VARSITY SOCCER TEAM, A.D. DID NOT PRODUCE MANY TRIUMPS IN INTRAMURAL COMPETITION. A.D.'S FIRST LACROSSE TEAM PROVED TO BE RUGGED THOUGH BESET BY PROBLEMS OF INEXPERIENCE. HOWEVER, THE FINE ATHLETES AMONG THE NEW BROTHERS SHOULD RESULT IN AN ATHLETIC RESURGENCE.

MANY HONORS WERE WON BY A.D. AND HER BROTHERS. WOODY WARBURTON WAS SELECTED TO PHI BETA KAPPA, WHICH IS AMAZING CONSIDERING HIS INTELLIGENCE. GARY DAVIS WON THE M.A.P. AWARD OF 1966. GARY FAR SURPASSED HIS NEAREST COMPETITOR FOR THIS HONOR. RAY COPSON HEADED THE S.A.C.; BOB O'CONNOR IS ORIENTATION CHAIRMAN; AND TOM ('STRAIGHT ARROW') CARPENTER IS THE CHAIRMAN OF THE HONOR COMMISSION. AS USUAL MANY A.D.'S WORKED ON THE NEWSLETTER. JIM FREEDMAN REPLACED GARY MOORE AS EDITOR. THE TOP HONOR OF ALL MUST GO TO KOSTIA BERGMAN WHO, AS CHAIRMAN OF THE SCHOLASTIC STANDING COMMITTEE, DID PRACTICALLY NOTHING TO MAKE A.D. THE TOP FRATERNITY SCHOLASTICALLY AT HOPKINS.

THE YEAR CAN BEST BE SUMMED UP BY THE IMMORTAL WORDS OF CHARLIE BON TEMPO. IN A PENSIVE MOMENT CHARLIE BELLOWED, "IRIDESCENSE IS COMING BACK."
Alpha Epsilon Pi
1965
Johns Hopkins
ALPHA EPSILON PI

JUST AS MCHENRY PROTECTS A PILE OF BRICKS KNOWN AS BALTIMORE, IT ALSO PROTECTS ANOTHER PILE OF BRICKS KNOWN AS THE PI HOUSE. THE PILE WAS SOON AUGMENTED BY THE RETURN OF THE BROTHERS.

MOST EAGER TO RETURN OF COURSE WAS WADNEY, LOOKING FORWARD TO A NEW EXPERIENCE — THE SENIOR YEAR. BRO. GIRAFFE ARRIVED TO FIND THAT HE HAD TO SHARE A ROOM WITH A COUPLE OF FRIENDS — ACEY DUCY, SHY PIE PETE, ETC. THE CHERUB ESCAPED FROM THE DORMS MORE OFTEN THAN NOT, AND BAND-AID HINMAN, OUR SAFETY EXPERT, FOUND OUT HOW EASILY CLAY CRUMBLES. BRO. ELLIS PSYCHED UP THE PLACE A LITTLE, AND BRO. KYRO TRIED OUT A FEW KARATE CHOPS ON A HUGE BELL. HE FOUND LYING IN HIS ROOM. MEANWHILE, THE HERNIA KID DECIDED TO TAKE A BIT OF OLD GOUCHER TO ISRAEL WITH HIM. MGM'S OWN HARVEY CARMEL PLANS TO GRADUATE AND GO ON TO HIGH SCHOOL. VIRIL BRO. ROADMAP SEEMS TO BE LEARNING THAT EXPERIENCE COUNTS. CLASH HAS ALL KINDS OF PEACE ON HIS MIND, WHILE BRO. LUNCH BRENNER, MOST LOVED OF ALL THE BROTHERS, BECOMES PREGNANT.

AS SECOND SEMESTER ROLLED AROUND, HERR ZABLER TURNED IN HIS OVEN FOR A BELL, AND MORTIMER, LIKE ALL INDIANS, WENT IN BIG FOR GAS AND OTHER PETROL PRODUCTS.

SOMEHOW, FELDMAN DIDN'T GET HIS BIG AWARD WHICH HE SO RIGHTLY DESERVED. JAFFE, WE HEARD, WAS NO LONGER NAIVE: SOMEONE TOLD HIM HOW TO SPELL SEX. MEANWHILE, PINHEAD SANDLER PLAYED THE BALLS, AND THE DUNE WENT TO THE JUG FOR PROTECTING RUBY. SNOOKS FOUND EQUILIBRIUM WITH HIS GREEN BARF BAG, AND BINDER SUBLEASED BRO. Z'S OVEN.

AS THE PI'S OPENED UP THEIR DELICATESSEN, THE MOUTH OFFERED HIS SERVICES AS A LOUD SPEAKER FOR THE RUSH PARTIES. WE TOOK 14 HEROES.


AS THE YEAR DREW TO A CLOSE, BLOOM WAS STILL GETTING MARRIED, AND BRUDS WAS STILL SLEEPING — ALMOST THROUGH FINALS, THESIS, AND GRADUATION, ETC. BOX LOOKS FORWARD TO ALMOST MED SCHOOL, AND CRAZY CUT DOWN ON HIS HATE PILLS, BUT STILL LOVES ANDRE. TURNS OUT A $25.00 BOX, WHILE CROWLEY GAVE LESSONS IN HOW TO HELP A LADY IN DISTRESS. WADS MAY AGAIN BE LOOKING FORWARD TO A NEW EXPERIENCE — THE SENIOR YEAR, AND NAPOLEON SEEMS TO BE RUNNING OUT OF JOSEPHINES.

A E PI'S BEVY: CANDY, LESLIE B., DINA, LESLIE, P.S., JOAN, TAMMI, JO, MARSHA, ELLEN, BARBARA, AND VIVIAN.
KAPPA ALPHA


THE KAPPAS FOUGHT HARD THROUGH RUSH AND CAME OUT WITH 21 PLEDGES. CHAMBLISS WOKE UP LONG ENOUGH TO MOVE FROM THE THIRD TO THE SECOND FLOOR. ENDLER WAS THE HIT OF DOWELL’S STAG PARTY WITH HIS POOL PLAYING ABILITY. SPRING VACATION SAW TEN KA’S HEADED FOR FT. LAUDERDALE, WHERE THE BOYS WERE, AND RAMBLERS ARE.


BRINGING THE YEAR TO AN END WERE THE LUAU AND THE STARLIGHTER. THE LUAU, COMPLETE WITH POOL AND PUNCH, SAW MANY BROTHERS GO FOR A DUNK. SWIMMING HONORS, HOWEVER, GO TO JOHN HAMMOND FOR THE BEAUTIFUL SWAN DRIVE AT THE STARLIGHTER. TO FINISH THE YEAR DAVE SCHMALZER AND JOHN PARMIGIANI WENT UP THE WEDDING AISLE.
LED BY A DETERMINED, HARD-WORKING, AND EVER-PRESENT SENIOR CLASS, THE PEPS ENJOYED ANOTHER BANNER YEAR. SUCCESS WAS PRESENT IN EVERY FIELD OF ENDEAVOR, BUT CERTAIN MOMENTS WILL BE REMEMBERED ALWAYS.

WITHOUT GEORGE AND MOSK TO GUARD THE HOUSE DURING THE SUMMER, THE SLUM-KIDS TOOK OVER IN A CONCERTED EFFORT TO REPAINT THE WALLS, BUT THINGS WERE SOON RETURNED TO NORMAL AS THE SCHOOL YEAR BEGAN.

AND WHAT A YEAR FOR SCHOLASTICS!! FOUR PLEDGES MAKE DEAN'S LIST: FLETCH, EV, DONNIE, AND ROBBIE—

BUT THERE WERE OTHER MOMENTOUS EVENTS THAT SHOULD BE RECORDED HERE IN THE ANNALS OF HISTORY:

SWAMP FOX'S WEEKEND TRIPS TO N.Y. WITH A THUMB FOR ELAINE;

DR. KLEIN'S RETURN TO BARNEYVILLE AND NOTRE DAME AND GOUChuckE AND PORT CHESTER;

MR. KLEIN'S DEPARTURE FROM N.D. & GOUCHER & PORT CHESTER;

LARRY CORMAN LEARNS TO PLAY THE TUBA;

LANNY & LAWRY ELOPE TO ELKTON RICK & RONNIE IN THE PINK ROOM;

JON FISCH SPEAKS HIS MIND YANK BECOMES A SOCIAL MEMBER OF A.C. WHILE WARNING AGAINST PEACH JUICE & CUCUMBERS;

I REPEAT CUCUMBERS BUCHDAHL MISSES HIS PLEDGE TRIP;

IRA BUYS A FLEA-BAG WALES CAN'T FIND THE SNAP OR THE ZIPPER OR THE CATCH OR ANYTHING;

PEAR TAKES THE BUCK-IT PILL AFTER BILL SAYS GOOD-BYE WHISPERING JOE LIVES ON;

MR. KLEIN'S DEPARTURE FROM N.D. & GOUCHER & PORT CHESTER;

LANNY'S LONG-DISTANCE LOVE LAWRY CONTINUES ANALYZING AND HALTS GRABBING MICKEY & MOSK ARE WED;

BAIM, STEFF, & SCHWARTZIE SHOOT UP THE HOUSE KIZ READS BSA FOLDERS;

TURKEY-LEGS AND HIS SEALSkin BOOTS BUCHDAHL, FISCH & COHN ARE SUMMONED BY THE HONOR COMMISSION;

SCHWARTZIE BECOMES THE FIRST TO GO DONNIE DOES A SPECTACULAR JOB AS PRESIDENT OF THE HOUSE FANG RECEIVES THE RODENT AWARD;

DICK HILLMAN IS ELECTED PERMANENT SECRETARY-TREASURER OF THE CLASS OF 65 AND FINALLY DONNIE, DICK, LANNY, LAWRY, AND SCHWARTZIE GRADUATE.
PHI GAMMA DELTA

As usual, the fijs returned to 2921 north calvert with hopes of not repeating this pleasant task in the same surroundings again. Despite the physical surroundings, the gams still had enough athletic prowess and campus leadership to capture the varsity participation trophy and the bowman cup.

We accomplish these feats with a total house effort, but praise must be given to the outstanding efforts of chip giardina, h-club and odk president; john dalton, president of class of '65, secretary odk, vice-president of bia; john dashiells, honor commission, secretary of h-club, and fiji chief; and bruce stienwald, vice-president class of '65, and vice-president of booster club.

Fall began as chip, steve, john, bruce, and dave put on the pads and once again took to the football field to complete another unsuccessful season. our intramural gridders, the fiji bears fared better with a 6-1 record. this due in part to the guts ball tactics of the fiji bandits and pappa bear singer. as mid-terms passed, the basketball team entered the limelight as the two hustons, gaebe, and the ghost helped the hopkins cause. in the intramural division we can say here that we accomplished much more than good sportsmanship as the eagles recorded a subpar season.

With the holiday season came the fiji formal and its half hour drunks. but still, all the headhunters were looking toward a successful rush. behind chief warriors huston and toth, phi gamma pledged 16 of the best freshmen on campus. in the grand ol fiji tradition the pledge project turned out to be a prize winner as the pledges float walked off with first place in the homecoming float parade.

Spring and lacrosse once again found the fijis dominating the scene led by capt. chip, john, al, bill, kick and the unofficial fijis' jerry and skip. baseball too, was not overlooked as otis, jack, sarge, and rich led the hop nine.

You might also have heard: d.b.; puss; lame otis; send it in; angry al; tulsa, the naive westerner; the famous trinity: ... phantom, good guy and the lust pig; hollywood; it ain't nothing to me, muvah; sport; philthy phils; wally, d.d.s.; sorry charlie, we only take the finest tuna: ... get serious gaebe.

Oh yeah, the purple fingers won the intramural lacrosse championship, and as you might have guessed ... it's always great to be a fiji.
Phi Kappa Psi
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WHENEVER A PHI PSI DOES SOMETHING, HE DOES IT IN A WELL-PUBLICIZED MANNER. 1964-65 SAW THE PSIS REACH THE PINNACLE OF SUCCESS IN CAMPUS AND EXTRA-CAMPUS ACTIVITIES. WITH G P HEIKO PENSEL PRESENTING HIS TWO AWARD-WINNING "HAPPENINGS" AND CHUCK CROWELL WORRYING ABOUT THE "LITTLE GUYS" ON CAMPUS, PHI PSI QUICKLY ESTABLISHED ITSELF AS A FRATERNITY OF ACTION. GLASCOCK AND BEN-SINGER CONTRIBUTED TO THIS REPUTATION AS RESPECTIVE HEADS OF THE STUDENT COUNCIL AND D.S.R.C.

THE ANNUAL CHRISTMAS PARTY WAS CONVERTED INTO A WEEKEND OF CONSTRUCTIVE AS WELL AS DESTRUCTIVE ENJOYMENT. PRIOR TO THE WELL-DECORATED CHRISTMAS TEA, SOPH CLASS PRESIDENT RILEY, SPORTING BEARD, GAVE A PERFORMANCE OF "SANTA IN EAST BALTIMORE." SIMULTANEOUSLY, MONGIARDO LED A DELEGATION THAT WOUND UP THROWING A "RECORD HOP" FOR THE MARCH OF Dimes.

THE SENIORS SPLIT 5-3 FOR GOLDWATER. . . . THE BARNSTORMERS WERE KEPT IN BUSINESS. . . . BUNS, POGO, AND KING BECAME ELEGANT HOSTS . . . WES, PHOENIX-LIKE, FINALLY EMERGED SOPHISTOCATO FROM A MAJOR SLOPE ACCIDENT. . . . BIG ABE TOOK RANK WITH THE GINO'S PACK . . . CHELLO AND PARTY GRABBED UP THE "ANCIENT MARINER'S" TROPHY . . .


PLEDGING PROVED TO BE MORE UNEVENTFUL THAN USUAL: THE YOUNGSTERS THINKING THEY COULD TAKE OVER THE HOUSE, THE BALTIMORE POLICE THINKING OTHERWISE, WHEREAS THE FROSH WANTED TO DISPLAY THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF OUR NATION'S HERITAGE AT FIRST HAND, THEY WERE SENT BACK TO THE LIBRARY FOR FURTHER STUDIES IN THE ACADEMIC VEIN. PLEDGE PRESIDENT HESL0P, WITH SMALL BAND OF FOLLOWERS, ALSO SERVED TIME.


THE YEAR CULMINATED IN FLOURISH WITH A SUCCESSFUL ALL-OUT EFFORT FOR NEW HOUSING, SPEARHEADED BY ALUMNI BROTHERS GEORGE PENNIMAN JR., FOSTER TALBOTT, JIM OSWALD, AND EARL FRIEND JR.
THE YEAR OPENED WITH "WELL DORF, WHEN ARE WE GOING?" TWENTY-ONE PHI SIGS RETURNED TO CANTERBURY AND IMMEDIATELY ARRANGED THEMSELVES ON EITHER SIDE OF THE LINE. PETER AND BARRY PARLEYED THEMSELVES INTO THE STAIN, BUT HAD NO FUNDS LEFT TO BUY OIL AND THUS STRUCK OUT. VOCABULARYWISE, NYB WAS RG, AND TOOF BECAME FOOT. THE HOUSE GOT ITS FIRST GLIMPSE OF THE ADDAMS FAMILY WHEN GREENS AND LISA CAME OUT FOR SUNDAY BRUNCH. LANGS PRACTICED AN OPEN DOOR POLICY, BUT STANLEY WAS NOWHERE WITH THE YELLOW PERIL.

DIALOGUE HEARD AROUND THE HOUSE: "YES, BENJIE, THERE IS A GOD.... AND IT'S DADDY." "BUT BRICKS, THEY'RE SO BIG SHE MUST DO SOMETHING!" "SO WHAT? THAT 4½— CREDIT B ONLY BRINGS MY CUM DOWN TO A 3.62." "IS THERE A CHAPTER AT DUSQUESNE?" "FORTY-TWO HUNDRED, I TELL YOU, AND THE GUY'S NAME WAS CARLOS EPSTEIN...."

TOM SWAPPED CLAIRE FOR SHARON, AND SWITCHED TO THE NEXT BIGGER SIZE. THE BOYS GOT WORDS FROM A TRICKIER EUROPEAN CORRESPONDENT, BUT MADE SURE THE JUDGE DIDN'T HEAR A THING. DICK GOT UP EARLIER SUNDAY MORNINGS — 6:00 MASS ANYONE? — AND HIS ROOMMATE, THE ODOR, WAS OCCASIONALLY NOTICED AROUND THE HOUSE. THE WILDEBEAST PAID US A VISIT, BUT PETER PUT AN EMERGENCY PHONE CALL AND QUICKLY DUMPED THE RAINCOAT FOR A THINKING MAN'S GIRL.

RUSHING AND ARNIE'S ARMY CAME. RICKLIN'S MOTHER ASKED, "ARE YOU THOSE NICE BOYS WHO WERE HERE YESTERDAY?" "YOU DON'T KNOW WHO I AM, STEVE, BUT I'M A FRESHMAN WHO GOT BALLED AT PHI SIG, AND YOU SEE, MY ROOMMATE . . ." RUSHING AND SWUFTY LEFT.

AT FRATERNITY MEETINGS, WILL ROGERS ASKED, "HEY, GUYS, IF I GET A YAMAHA, WILL YOU STILL CALL ME HONDA?" WRONG WAY WEED GESTURED, AND WINKLE WAS SERIOUS. A LUNAR ECLIPSE OCCURRED WHEN JOEL MADE HIS ANNUAL VISIT.

SPRINGTIME CAME, AND JEROME, HEFFEL, STANLEY AND ELLIOTT OBSERVED THE TIME-HONORED HOPKINS TRADITION OF ATTENDING LACROSSE PRACTICE. LIEMAN FOUGHT. DWARD MADE MARYLAND'S FIRST MIDFIELD, AND JUD, CELEBRATING THE EVENT, MOVED TO COLLEGE PARK AND TOOK A GOOD HUMOR CONCESSION FOR THE SUMMER. DANDY GOT LATEDATED. WE FINALLY WON THE ATHLETIC TROPHY, TAKING FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL AND SEVERAL MINOR SPORTS ALONG THE WAY.

FINE, GAR, SHANS, POPPA, THE FLICK AND THALBOPPER GRADUATED, AND TYKO TOOK HIS MAGIC MARKER ON TO MICHIGAN. BRICKS AND BRENOWITZ CALLED FOR THE WINE LIST, BARDY DEMANDED HIS PIN, AND THE YEAR ENDED WITH, "WELL DORF, WHEN ARE WE GOING?"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
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Johns Hopkins
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

SIGMA PHI EPSILON WAS FOUNDED IN 1901 AT RICHMOND COLLEGE IN VIRGINIA. IT HAS GROWN RAPIDLY TO ITS PRESENT SIZE OF 148 CHAPTERS AND OVER 61,000 BROTHERS. SIG EF IS NOW THE LARGEST NATIONAL FRATERNITY REPRESENTED ON CAMPUS THE HOPKINS CHAPTER WAS CHARTERED IN 1929.

PRESIDENT    BOB VERGNANI
VICE PRESIDENT JOE BAGSHAW
SECRETARY     DICK BOUHAN
TREASURER     KEN MAGOWAN

SENIORS:     JOE BAGSHAW, BOB EGBERT, BROOK LYNCH
             MARTY O'CONNELL, BOB RATHBUN, FRED TOEWE
             BOB VERGNANI, BOB YATES

JUNIORS:     FRED ALLEN, DICK BOUHAN, BILL DAY
             SKYE FLEMING, BOUG HARPER, GORDON KERR
             RANDY KILGORE, KEN MAGOWAN, CHARLIE MANAHAN
             JIM POLLOCK, PETE REGNA, GENE STULL

SOPHOMORES:  CRAIG ARNOLD, OLE BRAATEN, TONY CAPUANO
             PAUL CHANDLER, DICK EMGROFF, DAVE FLEMING
             OGGIE HAMILTON, WAYNE HEIMBACH, CHARLIE HILAMAN
             JOHN KARNES, BOB LEEDOM, DAVE MARR, JERRY MOORE
             BOB PREDDY, CHET SNOW, DAVE SPINNEY
             JOE ST. CLAIR, BILL TEPPIG
TAU EPSILON PHI

THE PAST YEAR WAS A BIG ONE FOR TEP, AND ITS MOST SUCCESSFUL. UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF CHANCELLORS RICK KAUFMANN AND DAN RIKER, THE FRATERNITY MORE THAN DOUBLED ITS SIZE AND BOUGHT A BEAUTIFUL NEW HOUSE.

THE YEAR BEGAN WITH AN ACTIVE RUSHING PROGRAM WHICH SNARED FIVE PEOPLE, BY FAR THE MOST SUCCESSFUL FALL RUSH PERIOD FOR ANY FRATERNITY. JON ALPERT WAS RUSH CHAIRMAN; IN FACT, FIRST SEMESTER MIGHT BE CALLED THE SEMESTER OF THE ALPERT, AND PROPHETS WERE WARNING AGAINST THE FORMATION OF A PHI ALPERT CLUB. KEN WALTIER AS SOCIAL CHAIRMAN INTRODUCED A SOCIAL CALENDAR WHICH INCLUDED SEVEN [GOLLY!] HARD LIQUOR PARTIES FIRST SEMESTER AND GAVE TEP ITS BEST SOCIAL SEASON TO DATE. RICK KAUFMANN SAT BACK AND ENCOURAGED THE "POWER PLAYERS" SINCE HE KNEW THEY COULD DO THEIR JOBS WELL. RICK HAD A KNACK FOR GETTING THINGS DONE WITHOUT DOING VERY MUCH HIMSELF, BUT HIS GREAT CONTRIBUTION WAS AS MORALE CHECKER AND BOOSTER.


THE 1964-1965 YEAR WILL GO DOWN IN ZEBE HISTORY BOOKS AS THE YEAR OF UNPARALLELED PROGRESS: "MERELY SO" GAVE WAY TO "WELL-ALL RIGHT" EARLY IN SEPTEMBER, JUST AS "HIYA HONEY" GRABBED THE PIPE WHEN WE DISCOVERED RAT PRINTS IN THE SNOW.

OUR PROGRESS WAS MADE MANIFEST IN MANY FORMS. CUT-THROAT ACADEMICS STARTED IN OCTOBER AND NEVER ENDED. WE WERE TIED FOR SECOND PLACE IN SCHOLASTIC AVERAGE, BUT THIS WAS DUE TO THE A'S OF THE PLEDGES AND THE B'S OF THE BROTHERS, MUCH TO THE CHAGRIN OF THE SENIOR MEMBERS. BUT THERE WAS STILL A GLIMMER FROM THE VETERANS: STUMBLEFIELD WAS ELECTED TO TAU BETA PI AND MURVO WAS TAPPED FOR ALPHA EPSILON DELTA. THE DUCK MAINTAINED HE HAD A PROBLEM, BUT WAS ELECTED PRESIDENT OF PSI CHI, AND THE BELLS, STILL ABSTAINING, SINCERELY, FOUND HIMSELF GUARDING THE IFC MONEYBAGS.

BUT WHILE THE LIMELIGHT WAS OCCUPIED, THERE WAS ACTION BEHIND THE SCENES, TOO. PERLS WAITING THREE MONTHS FOR LASER BEAM MIRRORS, YOGI MAKING RATS BREATHE WITH DIFFICULTY, THE FLAME KEEPING HIS PIZZAS WARM, AND FRIENDS KEEPING THE ENGINE RED-HOT, AND ALTHOUGH THE HAWK WAS NEVER QUITE WELL, HE STILL MANAGED TO STAY ON HIS SCHEDULE OF 5-HOUR-STUDY-2-MINUTE-BREAK FOR THE WHOLE YEAR. WE MOURN FOR HIM NOW.

THIS YEAR, THE JOCKS CAME OFF THE HOOKS AND WERE PUT TO GOOD USE. THE FALL SEASON STARTED WITH RIPPED PANTS AND TWISTED ANKLES, BUT SPINAK'S SPEED AND ROSEY'S RUSHING GAVE US A SECOND PLACE IN OUR DIVISION IN FOOTBALL, AND WHILE THERE WERE A FEW OTHER DEEDS OF WORTH, OUR CROWNING GLORY CAME IN MAY WITH THE INTERFRATERNITY SOFTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP. WHAT A DAY.


IN REVERENT RETROSPECT WE MUST PAUSE TO REMEMBER THAT WHICH HAS PASSED: THE KIENS AND "NO MORE BOLERO"; BOOSTER'S SNAKE AND FISH CLINIC; MARGE THE RETICENT COOK; BLICK'S RAT TRAPS, WHICH WORKED; ROCK AND THE TWO GRAD STUDENTS; THE ALLOUT WATER WAR OF THE SENIORS AND THE PEPS; PLEDGES AND PFC MILLER; GRUNDY'S GRUNTS; THE FLOAT THAT ALMOST MADE IT; WOLHEIM'S FRANTIC SCREAMS FOR HELP; BOPPER'S HOMETOWN NEWSPAPER: EMANUEL, WISE, AND TRADITION; TO BE PONDERED: "ARE YOU READY?"

TUNE IN NEXT YEAR AND FIND OUT.
General Elevator Company
Inc.
Manufacturers of
PASSENGER AND FREIGHT
ELEVATORS
Baltimore, Maryland

WILL SCIENTIFIC INC. (MARYLAND)
5 N. Haven Street
Baltimore 24, Md.
Dickens 2-4850
Laboratory Instruments,
Apparatus, Chemicals & Supplies

J. Jenkins & Sons Co., Inc.
J. H. U. RINGS
TROPHIES KEYS
PINS AWARDS
2601 W. Lexington St. CENTER 3-6188

best wishes to the
Class of 1965
HUTZLER'S

THE TRIPPE SUPPLY CO.
100-102 E. Lafayette Ave.
Baltimore, Md. 21202
Ve-7-4910-4911-4912
Manufacturers & Distributors
of Regulators for all gases

Hochschild, Kohn
• DOWNTOWN
• EDMONDSON • BELVEDERE
• HARUNDALE • EASTPOINT

COMPLIMENTS OF
JOHN DITTMAR & SONS

CONTROL WIRING SPECIALISTS
Electrical Contractors
MACE ELECTRIC COMPANY
321 E. 25th St. #18
HOPkins 7-3400
HEWLETT-PACKARD
HORMAN SALES DIVISION
6660 Security Boulevard
Baltimore, Maryland
944-5400

CHRYSLER
PRODUCTS
REPAIR AND SERVICE CENTER
Completely Equipped To Handle
All Type Repairs on All Make Cars
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SPECIALISTS
BODY & FENDER REPAIRS
PAINTING
Est. 1933
SCHWING
MOTOR CO., INC.
3326 KESWICK RD.
CH. 3-1300

SMORE POT
3042 GREENMOUNT AVENUE
Belmont 5-4900
TOWSON PLAZA
Valley 3-1680
Complete Line of
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
Discount Prices to Hopkins Students

THE BALTIMORE CHAIR CO.
Established 1904
"You Feed 'em
We Seat 'em"
We Rent 'em
FOLDING CHAIRS
COCKTAIL BARS
COAT RACKS
We Sell 'em
FOLDING TABLES
COFFEE URRNS
LAWN FURNITURE
BELA FOLDING CHAIRS WITH LIFETIME GUARANTEE
OFFICE RESTAURANT & MOTEL FURNITURE
WHEEL CHAIRS HOSPITAL BEDS WALKERS
Phone: TU 9-7140
Emergency Call VA. 5-9119
2901 Jenifer Between Harford & Hillen Off 30th St.
The Ensign C. Markland Kelly, Jr. Memorial Post #174 of the American Legion was formed in his honor, to perpetuate his name and keep alive the American ideals for which he so willingly gave his life.

To this end the Ensign C. Markland Kelly, Jr. Memorial Post #174 has been active in many programs and activities, a few of which are listed below:

- American Flag—Educational programs for flag etiquette and American Flags presented to Boy and Girl Scout Troops.
- Athletics—Junior baseball, basketball and lacrosse teams sponsored. Lacrosse trophies for High Schools and Colleges. A baseball field is maintained in the Northwood area. Annual Sport Award presented to an outstanding coach in the State of Maryland.
- Baltimore City Zoo—Gifts of (11) Polar bears, Jenny the elephant and most recently the Sardianian donkeys, Ginger Bread and Cupcake.
- Boys and Girls State—(8) High School Juniors each year sponsored.
- Boy Scouts—Over 18,000 Boy Scout calendars presented annually to schools, troops and Cub Packs.
- Drum and Bugle Corps—Sponsoring St. Mary’s Drum and Bugle Corps and Honor Guards in American Legion competition each year.
- Essay and Oratorical Contests—Sponsoring contests in all schools interested.
- Open House—Maintain film library for “shut-in” institutions as well as providing live entertainment and refreshments as occasion arises.
- Scholarships—McDonough School and Baltimore College of Commerce.
- Memorial Services—Open to the public, each year a Memorial Day Service is held at Loudon Park Cemetery on May 30th for all who have made the supreme sacrifice for their country. Watch for announcement in the papers.

Since its inception, the Post has been interested in the community; and many things have been done to promote its welfare. Special credit should be given to the Ensign C. Markland Kelly, Jr. Memorial Foundation, Inc. for their financial assistance. The result—many of the programs are a reality rather than a dream.
BEST Wishes TO THE CLASS OF 1965
If you should wish additional photographs,
we have your negatives on file.

APEDA STUDIO
INCORPORATED

250 WEST 54th STREET
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

Official photographers to the
1965 HULLABALOO
from photography
to lithography...
the only complete service
for a successful yearbook

BRADBURY, SAYLES, O'NEILL, INC.
affiliated with HERFF JONES CO.
Printing • Publishing • Photography
Chrysler Building • New York, N. Y. 10017

The 1965 HULLABALOO is printed by offset lithography on 100 lb. Warren’s Lustro Offset Enamel, dull finish. Halftones are 133-line screen. Typefaces used are Spartan Light and Gothic Light. Display faces are Modern Gothic Condensed, Cheltenham Bold Extended, and Old English.

WELL ALL THINGS GOOD AND BAD HAVE TO END SOMETIME, AND SO AS THE STAFF RIDES MERRILY INTO THE SUNSET YOU BRING TO A CLOSE THIS HULLABALOO (INTENDED PUN). IN A WAY, WE HOPE YOU ENJOYED THUMBING THE PAGES AND LOOKING AT THE PRETTY PICTURES. WE ENJOYED WORKING ON THE BOOK. WE DID OUR BEST TO COMPROMISE AND MAKE EVERYBODY HAPPY. WE PROBABLY FAILED TO MAKE EVERYBODY HAPPY — BUT WE DID TRY — AND WE WANT TO MAKE THIS POINT CLEAR — WE DID TRY. SO YOU PEOPLE WHO ARE UNHAPPY, UNSATISFIED AND HAVE LOST YOUR SENSE OF HUMOR — PLEASE DON’T ADVERTISE IT.

ADIOS, LMD
ALL.
DEDICATION

THE JOB OF DEAN OF STUDENTS IS NOT ENVYABLE. IT IS BERATED. IT IS BLASPHEMED AND CONDEMNED. IT CAN BE TEDIOUS, EXHAUSTING, AND WITHOUT END. LITTLE, IF ANY, APPRECIATIVE UNDERSTANDING GOES WITH IT. EVERY MISTAKE IS IMMEDIATELY RECORDED. EACH SUCCESS IS FORGOTTEN. IT INVOLVES THE SUPERVISION OF ALL DORMITORY RESIDENTS, THE ENTIRE FRESHMAN CLASS, THE FRATERNITIES, THE ORGANIZATIONS, THE TROUBLE. ITS REWARDS ARE FEW, EXCEPT THOSE THAT ARE PERSONAL AND THEREFORE UNKNOWN. ADD TO THIS A Heavy TEACHING LOAD. ADD ONLY LITTLE COOPERATION. ADD A STUDENT BODY THAT USUALLY DOES MORE TALKING THAN THINKING. ADD A NEWSPAPER THAT SOMETIMES DOES NOT THINK AT ALL. THERE IS NO REASON TO SENTIMENTALIZE AN EXPLANATION FOR THIS DEDICATION. THERE REMAINS ONLY LONG OVERDUE CREDIT AND APPRECIATION. THE 1965 HULLABALOO IS DEDICATED TO WILLIAM KELSO MORRILL BECAUSE IT IS OUR GREAT PRIVILEGE TO DO SO.